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COLD tonight and THOSE .Illinois' women
Thursday, with possib-
ility
jj a mean trick Sj
of more snow. on the men who gave i
Fair llate tomorrow. 'em f ho vote. (
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candidates for the upper house of theHe declared the government was do C0L01IATOBE WEN VOTE FOB
ANTI-SALOO- N
CAUSE
SITU RECEIVES
EVERY VOTE
,
CAST
JONES DEFENDS
THE LEASE
SYSTEM
CITY OF TAMPICO
THREATENS TO
FALL
council. '.'" 'i : ''
.,-'- A
.
Socialist is toser ; '
Milwaukee, Wis., April 8. With
two precincts missing, the unofficial
vote for' mayor In yesterday's election
gives Gerhard Bading,
for mayor, 36,184 i Emil Seldel, so-
cialist democrat, 28,560. ' :
GUNMEN MUST DIE '
Albany, N. X., April 8. Governor
Glynn today declined to grant the re-
quest of five Jewish clergymen that
he interfere with the execution of tbe
four New York gunmen, convicted of
the murder of Herman Rosenthal.
They must die MondayV.
CARDEN COMES BACK
Southampton, April 7. Sir, Lionel
Garden, British minister to Mexico,
sailed today on the Olympic for New
York on his way to Mexico City tem-
porarily. It is understood that he will
leave Mexico City for Rio. Janeiro,
Brazil.
A SLIGHT QUAKE
Ogden, Utah, April 8. A slight
earthquake, the duration of which was
about two seconds, was felt here at
9:08 o'clock this morning. The dis-
turbance apparently was east, to west.
No damage is reported.
BLOODY HAN MT IS
RESULT OF ROBBERY
CITIZENS OF NEW HAZLETON
SHOOT DOWN MEN WHO
LOOTED A BANK- -
. New Hazleton, B. C, April 8.
Every citizen in New Hazleton cap-
able of bearing a rifle is out today
searching for the last man of the ban
dit gang-- which' raided the branch of
the Union Bank of Canada here yes
terday. . Six men have been captured
or killed. The one still free, and who
maly have the $1,100 taken from the
bank, is believed to have been wound
ed, and his capture is expected. An
tishlh .nian" lifts. Jeon,. arrested as a
suspect, as be was seen with the gang
early yesterday.
In the fight between posses and
bandits yesterday two men were kill-ex- !
almost instantly. Three others are
in the hospital, while one who was
captured in the woods late yesterday
Is in jail. One of the men in the. hos-
pital was shot through the stomach
and cannot recover. Another's hip
was badly torn and the third had both
arms so shattered by bullets that ho
may lose them.
THREW A WHISTLE AT
THE JOOGE'S HEAD
"GENERAL" DRUMMOND MADE A
DISTURBANCE IN LONDON
,
POLICE COURT
London . AptrM Pandemonium
reigned in, Maryborough street police
court today when "General" Mrs.
Flora Drummond, the militant suffrag-
ist, was'trought up again and- - sen-
tenced "to pay a fine of $10 or go to
prison for two months for creating a
disturbance in Hyde Park during the
unionist rally on Saturday.
Mrs. Drummond was so violent that
three policemen bad to pinion her and
remove her hat pins before the ma-
gistrate found opjmrtunity, 'duringj a
pause in the uproar; to pronounce
sentence. ,,
The "general" violently declared
she would never pay the fine. Seiz-
ing a policman's metal whistle Mrs.
Drummond flung It at the magis
trate's head but he dodged the missile.
She was forcilbly removed to a cell.
When Mrs. Drummond had become
calmer she was released, as either
she or some one else had paid her
fine.
Irish Court Defied
Belfast, Ireland, April 8. Militant
suffragettes created so much confu
sion' iu the police court ho today
when Dorothy Evans and Madge
Mueir, officials of the Belfast branch
of the Women's Social and Political
union, were brought up for tnal. that
the TjroccfH a.. 5 Kti t,s be adj u i"d
The women Brert. charged with hav-ing"i- a
th'ir yv,! e.pio wi. fcthe purpose' of committing a felony.
The court was crowded witu women
when the pmnn d ue lrou0tt In
Acting anparent'y on a e'en;:!, they
raised sucti a dm that neMUcr tr.e
magi.Mi itf nor the ir i i ' t r
ney cc in t tur'o lutivlf li.n
ing everything in its power , to. ad-
vance the interests of the west.
"The secretary of the interior Is a
western man," he continued, "and
understands western conditions. He
is exerting Jiimself to bring about the
substantial development of,, your
states."
ivir. Jones outlined the government's
proposed leasing system, declaring
that it would impronJ existing condi
tions. He intimated ,that there was
no occasion for a clash between state
and federal authorities. Clay Tall-ma-
commissioner of the general land
office, defended the large discretion-
ary power jested in Ehe secretary of
the interior by the leasing bill. ";
"Some person must be given suffi-
cient anthorty to protect the inter-
ests of the iieopie at large," ha said.
do not think'' it is possible to
frame anequitable system that will
turn oveir all the proceeds of the pub-
lic domain to the particular litte com-
munity in which the coal or the oil
or the water power happens to be sit-
uated. It seems to me that th,e only
fair thing is to turn the proceeds Into
a general fund where it will be used
for the common good."
; Governor Carey asked the federal
officials whether it was the purpose
of the Interior department to assert
fderal control over water power, which
does not enter into Interstate com-
mence and is not derived from navi-
gable streams.
"If the bill undertakes to do any-
thing which is' not authorized by the
constitution of the United States,
there certainly Is a tribunal that will
stop it," Mr. Jones replied. "I see no
provision In this bill which under-
takes to regulate the internal affairs
of states."
Water Power Resolution
Governor Lister introduced a reso-
lution on the subject of water power
development as follows:
"Realizing the immense benefit
that would come to the nation by a
more rapid development of the water
powers of the United States; there-
fore be it '
"Resolved, by the Conference of
Western Governors, that we strongly
favor ' and urge the immediate pass
age of an act by congress that will
make possible development of water
power projects of the west, Rnd that
In the passage of such legislation fed-
eral and state interests te properly
and carefully safeguarded."
Governor Lister asked immediate
adoption of the resolution, but later
consented to postpone the vote until
the final session of the conference.
Several governors intimated that they
would favor a more decided stand in
favor of the interests of the states.
SELLERS LOSES AND
B. L BACA IS BEATEN
REPUBLICANS ARE VICTORIOUS
IN ELECTIONS IN ALBUQUER- - ,
QUE AND SANTA FE
: Albuquerque, N. M., fp.til, 8. D. j H.
Boatright republican, lya elected
mayor of Albuquerque yesterday over
D., K. Sellers, democrat by 143
majority, on a vice regulation issue.
In Santa - Fe, W. G. Sargent, repub-
lican,, was elected over R. L. Baca,
democrat-progressiv- by 330 major- -
, .Elections in Raton,, Tucumcari, Clo-yi- s
and Boswell, were on n
tickets without opposition.
Gallup voted $60,000 bonds for a(
sewer system and $30,000 for water
works. Santa Fe voted $7,000 for a
sewer system. ' - -
FEELING
- Vancouver, B. C:, April 8. The mur-
der of iMrs. ' Charles J. Millard, wife
of a railroad otficiar, by jack Kong,
her Chinese servant, last week, has
stirred up a; serious Oriental question
here. Because Jack Kong attended a
public school, (he city council has
taken under consideration a proposal
to segregate all Chinese and Japanese
from white school children. Japanese
Consul Hori, in a statement made to-
day, objected to such procedure.. ,
CROPS ARE DAMAGED.
Albuquerque, April 8. Apple and
peach crops are believed to have been
completely destroyed by the cold wave
accompanied by a storm which swept
central New Mexico last night. Three
tenth of an inch of rain fell here in
nn hour, the heaviest rainfall, of the
year. The storm, accompanied by
hail, sleet and snow, was general over
the centra!,- eastern and western parts
of the state.
PAID A LARGE
SI
WILL RECEIVE $25,000,000 FOR
THE CANAL ZONE AND
PANAMA PARTITION
AN AGREEMENT REACHED
TREATY IS SIGNED, .BU" MUST
BE APPROVED BY LEGIS-
LATIVE BODIES
NO PRIVILEGES GRANTED
CANAL RIGHTS AND COALING
STATION CONCESSIONS ARE
NOT MENTIONED ',.''; Z '"
Washington, April 8 Twenty-fiv-
million dollars is the amount the
United States agrees to pay to Col-
ombia for the partition it Panama and
the acquisition of the camrf zone, In
the treaty signed in Bogota by Ameri
can Minister Thompson and the Col
ombian authorities. This was stated
here today at the Colombian legation.
No rights for a new Inter-oceani- c
canal across Colombia by the Atrato
river route and coaling privileges on
San Andreas and Provldencla Islands
off the Colombian coast, it was added,
were contained in the treaty. While
the Colombian minister, Senor Betan-cour- t,
received a cable from his. for;
eign office informing him of the sign-
ing of the agreement, the state de-
partment was still awaiting word from
Mr. Thompson.
The boundary between Colombia
and Panama is to follow the line laid
down in an earlier treaty which was
signed but never approved by the
Colombian congress. - One important
demand, that the i S Miv --Americsan
vessels be allowed to go through the
canal free, was given up because of
President Wilson's attitude in favor
of repeal of the tolls exemption. That
had been a stumbling block in the
way of final agreement.
The Colombian congress will be
called In special session to pass on
the treaty before it is submitted ' to
the senate here. - (
Accentance of the lat.es treaty will
end ten years of negotiations and fric
tion between the United States and
Colombia and relieve strained diplo-
matic relations. The last negotiations
were just at the close of President
Taft's' administration when Minister
Dubois, under instruction of Secre-
tary Knox, offered a settlement which
infeliided ratification by Colombia, of
the tripartite treaty of.lHua,
by which Panama agreed to apportion
with Colombia the annual payment of
$250,000 which she receives from the
United States as rent for the canal
zone for a sufficient period to liqui
date ;:!ani-ilain- i Of Colombia's un, f&
llO.tfflfl.W'5 and other? coneaalona
The Colombian foreign office reject-
ed the plan because it omitted to re-
cognize the claim of sovereignty over
Panama.
Soon after President Wilson took
office, the negotiations, were reopened
and have been proceeding steadily to
the conclusion reached yesterday at
Bogotta, when a treaty was' signed.
LOCAL 0PTI0"i7ILL EE
VOTED OS IN CAPITAL
THE RESULT OF YESTERDAY'S
ELECTION WAKES UP
.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 8. As a re-
sult of the republican victory in the
city election here yesterday, petitions
for a prohibition election are to be
circulated this week, and a bitter bat-
tle on the liquor question is expected,
with the probability that the city will
go dry. The republicans it i3 alleged
had the strong support Of the saloon
element.
i
SIX MEN KILLED
The Dalles, Ore., April 8. An explo-
sion occurred today at the Celilo canal
works, six miles east of this city, and
several men are reported killed. Phy-
sicians hurried from here to the scene.
The canal is a government undertak-
ing.
PROMINENT DOCTOR IS ELECTED
MAYOR WITHOUT A BALLOT
BEING SCRATCHED
TBE HOARY 15 SAVED
CITIZENS DETERMINE THAT IN-
STITUTION MUST BE KEPT
' OPEN IN FUTURE
SEWER mm ARE CAEIEB
THEY RECEIVE BUT A SCANT
MAJORITY, BUT IT'S DECLAR-
ED SUFFICIENT
Though only 152 votes were cast lot
yesterday's city election, the patriotic
citizens who went to the polls elected
a splendid mayor, clerk, treasurer and,
aldermen, authorized the maintenance-o- f
the Carnegie city library and gaver
the city administration power to issu&
bonds in the sum of $20,000 for the.
erection of a sanitary disposal works,
for the sewer system.
The following officers were elected -
Dr. H. M. Smith, mayor.
Charles Tamme, city clerk.
Joseph Elledge, city treasurer.
P. H. Purcell, alderman First ward.
N. B. Roseberry, alderman Second.
ward.
Dr. W, 13. Kaser, alderman Third'
ward.
E. R. Russell, alderman Fourths
." 1 AillVUgU J. VII
the entire 152 votes cast, while Mr."
Tamme received 151, there being one
scratched vote. Mr. Tamme usually
runs ahead of his ticket, but this time--
RomtDouy, crew a pencil, tnrongn
: ....
The vote was the lightest cast in
East Las Vegas for many years, owir.g
to the fact that there was but one
ticket in the field. Everybody was
pleased with the candidates of the
fused democrats and republicans, and
there is little doubt but they would
had been elected even if opposed by
a strong ticket
The voters were strongly in favor
of the maintenance of the Carnegie
library, as 129 votes were cast in favor
of the issue and 19 against it, giving1
the library a majority of 110.
The bond Issue was carried toy a
majority of nine votes. It was de-
clared last" night that the issue bad
lost, as it was the general opinion that
a two-third- s majority of the votes cast
must be in favor of a bond issue. At-
torneys who looked up tho law this
morning discovered that a majority of
the qualified1 electors voting on. a
bond issue is' sufficient, to carry th ...
measure. Qualified electm are tj ';,?
who paid taxes during the precc-tUn-- '.
year. Xbere were 58 votes for i.o
bond issue and 49 votes against It .
Following is the vote by wards:
First Ward For the entire ticket,
30; for the library, 25; against the
library, 4 ; majority for the library,
21; for the sewer bonds, 17; against
the sewer bonds, 6; majority for U,t
bonds; 11.
Second Ward For the entire ticket,
29; for the, library, 23; against the.
library, 4; majority for the library,
19; for the sewer bonds, Jl; against
the sewer 'bonds, 4; majority for tha-bonds-
7.
Third Ward For the eniirt iulit
with tho exception of Tamme, rr-- f r
Tamme, 58; for tho library, &o. a
the library, 5; majority for the library,
50; for the sewer bonds, 21; ? - n t
the sewer bonds, 23; majority ,i . . i
the bonds, 2.
Fourth Ward For the enluetM,
34; for tlta library,' 26; agahi't O
library; for the 11 tv 2
for the sewer 1'Ond.3, 9; fl i i t t i
sewer bonds, 16; majority i
bmids. 7.
NOT TO W. C. T. U f - .
,s ni t 1 f Ijnl 8 '
1. i m,l v
'
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t
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ELEVEN CITIES; IN ILLINOIS ARE
MADE DRY BY BALLLOTS
OF FAIR SEX
DEMOCRATS JTAKE CHICAGO
"BATH HOUSE JOHN" COUGHLIN
IS VICTORIOUS, DEFEAT-
ING MISS DRAKE '"".
TARIFF ACT REPUIATED
MAN FAVORED BY WILSON IS DE
FEATED BY A BIG VOTE IN
NEW JERSEY
Chicago, April 8. Women,- - voting
for the first time in Illinois township
elections yesterday, aided in Closing
more than 1,000 saloons, added 16
counties to the 30 already dry and
barred the sale of intoxicants in ap-
proximately 200 of the 300 townships
In which local option was an issue.
Their victory included 11 cities which
previously were wet They were
Bloomington, Galegburg, filginv Deca-
tur, Canton, Freeport, Belvidere, Mon-
mouth. Kewanee, Lockport and East
Galena, -
Rockford, Mattoon and Galva were
kept in the dry column.
No city or township wnich was dry
was lost by the anti-saloo- n forces, but
Springfield, Rock Island, Aurora, Jol-ie- t,
Alton, Moline, Dixon and West
Galena remained wet. In Springfield
a majority of women ovted wet, and
in Joliet the women were aimost equal-
ly divided as to saloons.
Women elected 30 female township
officers, 26 townfbip ,co.Hector8, three
town- - tTerk8 and a,' number of tli.0
bourd of education in' Springficldi . ..
"Bath House John" Wina
Although 73 per cent of the women
registered in Chicago voted, hone of
the nine women candidates for city
council was successful, receiving only
a scattered' vote. Alderman John
"Bath , lipuse" Coughlin, who for a
score of years has represented the
First ward, won by nearly 4,000 votes
over Miss .Marion Drake, a court ste-
nographer. More women voted for
him than for Misa Drake, and he
won by a three to one vote.
The vote in Chicago totaled nearly
a half million. Out of a total of 217,-61-4
women who had qualified, 158,085
voted. The number of men who voted
was 328,987, 72 per cent of those eli-
gible.
Chicago' new council remained
democratic. Of the new council, 40
will be democrats, 21 republicans, six
progressives and three independents.
The township of Proviso, one of the
Cook county townships outside of the
city of Chicago which was reported
last night to have voted dry.' was to-
day shown by the complefe returns to
have been voted wet by a majority, of
"
883-
- "
There are, Tsajoons In the town-
ship and a .large, mement park.'
...
'f y
'
Wjlson Man Loses
Paterson, N. J.,' April 8. Ahnost
complete returns from tho election in
the Seventh New Jersey congressional
district today showed that DowSII.
Drukker, republican, defeated James
O'Byrno; democrat by a plurality of
mors' than 5,000 votes. Q'Byrne had
been" strongly backed by President
Wilson, Dmkker making his cam-
paign against the new tariff law.
Democratic leaders today refused to
accept the result as a repudiation of
the administration, j They asserted
that the reapportionment of 1912,
which divorced Passaic from Bergen
and Sussex counties and made it a
district by itself, left a normal repub-
lican plurality. They said the election
of the .congressman, Robert G. Brein-ner- ,
a democrat ;iit this new district
was a personal success and accounted
for Drukker's victory on the same
ground.
Democrats' Win Kansas City
City; April
today .'.showed a lar.ee
majority' Tor Henry L. Jost, democrat,
mayor in yesterday's elec-
tion. The democrats were victorious
in all but four of the 10 wards, elect-
ing besides, mayor, .coroptrflHei;, treas-
urer and two mnnicf pal.jidi;'t- H the
TELLS western governors
THAT PROPOSED LAW IS
EQUITABLE .
WILL EE CONSTITUTIONAL
PEOPLE OF THE WEST WILL BE
GIVEN A SQUARE DEAL" BY
THE GOVERNMENT
NO RESOLUTIONS PASSED
EXECUTIVES DEFER ACTION UN
TIL ADMINISTRATION DE-
FINES POLICY
Denver, April 8. Discussion of the
leasing of the public domain, with par-
ticular reference to the leasing bill
now before congress, featured the sec-
ond day's session, of the Western
Governors' conference here. The ex-
ecutives expressed decided opinions,
some of them hostile to the proposed
measure. It was decided, however,
not to go on record in a resolution
Until after hearing the vpws of the
government officials at tne irrigation
conference, to be held latejj in t!he
week. ;
The governors adopted a report of
a committee consisting of Governors
Ernest Lister of Washington, B. M.
Amnions of Colorado and William
opiy oi. uia.ii, recommenaing a nnai
session' of the governors conference
atter the close of the irrigation con-
ference. At that session final action
will be taken by the state executives
on the leasing bill.
At the opening of today's session
Governor Oswald West of Oregon an-
nounced that the committee appointed
to draw up a resolution requesting
congress 10 select two aaaiuonai ciues
in the west for regional banks, report
ed that the committee was not ready
with its resolution. It was understood
that the resolution, when introduced,
would not name the two cities at
which the iproposed banks should be
located, but would simply specify that
one should be in the Pacific north-
west and the other in the Rocky moun-
tain region.
( . Governor P. M. Byrne of South Da-
kota arrived today and participated In
the conference. A telegram was re-
ed ved from Governor J. P. A. Strong
of Alaska stating that, he would not
be able to atteud. . ',..
Governor Lister introduced the re-
port of the committee appointed to
prepare a program or discussion of
tije leasing bill. The report, which
was adopted by unanimous vote, fol-
lows:
I "We, your, committee appointed to
report a resolution in relation to tfce
federal leasing of public lands, beg to
submit
"Peeling this to be a most import-
ant! question of public policy, we deem
it advisable that there be an open dis-
cussion, without any recommendation
from our committee, and would sug
gest the matter be taken up. at this
morning's session. However, we fur-
ther recommend that no final actipn
be taken toy the conference of gov-
ernors until after the adjournment of
the general irrigation conference, to
be held beginning the ninth instant,
for the- reason that this proposition Is
interwoven."'-wit- natters that will be
under discission 'during that confer-
ence. '
"We further recommend that Assist
ant Secretary of the Interior Jones or
Commissioner of the Land Office Tall-ma- n
be requested to present the views
of the department in relation to the
leasing of public lands to the confer-
ence at this morning's session.
"We further recommend the hold-
ing of the final session of the West-
ern Governors' conference after the
adjournment of the general irrigation
conference, to ibe held in this city."
Henry J. Pierce, a private citizen of
the state of Washington, opened the
discussion of the leasing bill.
"Congress never gave the president
of the United State such power as Is
conferred by this bill upon the sec-
retary of the Interior," he declared.
Jones Makes Speech
A. A. Jones, first assistant secretary
of the interior, was called on to give
the views of his department on the
subject of leasing the public domain.
CONSTITUTIONALISTS TAKE ' IM
PORTANT SUBURBS OF THE
BESIEGED CITY
AMERICANS A CARED FOR
ADMIRAL MAYO HAS WOMEN AND
CHILDREN REMOVED FROM
, DANGER ZONE
EXPELLEOSPANIARDSHOPEFUL
THEY EXPRESS- - BELIEF THAT
THEY WILL BE ALLOWED
TO RETURN TO MEXICO
Washington, April 8. Off icial dis
patches to the state department today
report that Dona Cecilia, the town
near Tampico,, from which Rear Ad-
miral Mayo ordered the removal of
American women and children, and
Arvolgrande have fallen into the
hands of constitutionalists.
Zapatistas are again active south-
west of Mexico City. They have at-
tacked the mountain town of.Iguila,
cut the telegraph lines. to Mexico City
and are reported pressing on the Pa-
cific port of Acapulco. American in-
terests there will be protected by uhe
cruiser California. The French war-
ship Montcalm has put in there.
The American sugar mill at El Pot
rero has been closed for want of oil.
All oil is being seized. Levies are be-
ing made on outlying plantations for
supplies. In the canton of Orizaba
small bands1 of marauders have been
committing depredations, and in the
canton of Zongodica, the El Palmar
estates have been forced to pay 200
pesos, to an. Indian leader, Cjabanjos.
Admiral Fletcher forwarded to the
navy department this report, received
yesterday from Admiral Mayo at Tam-
pico:
"Sharp fighting during the day un-
til 6; Vera Cruz firing all day. Do
not believe this a eerious attack on
Tampico, as nothing indicated that
rebels have artillery, but report is
persistent they will have some soon.
'."Governor Caballerosi is'Vn com-
mand of the rebels. - Some alarm in
town but not acute. - Have brought
American women and children from
Dona Cecilia into Tampico. Some
injured." The status
of American efforts to prevent expul-
sion of Spaniards from Mexico was set
forth in this statement given out by
the state department:
"Unofficial representation made to
General Carranza by the representa-
tives of the department of state have
developed that General Carranza Is
not disposed to interfere with orders
given by General Villa as to the de-
portation ' of Spanish subjects in tr
ritory" Occupied toy the rebels." 1'' '
It was said that the terms of the d
cree of expulsion foae not yet been
received. .Mtost officials take the view
that there is no"' alternative for the
United States,
L'
except" to receive and
care for the exiles as international
law provides. Spaniards driven out
of Chihuahua have declined offers of
assistance in El Paso, and set about
maintaining themselves by every
means at hand. The ultimate disposi-
tion of the refugees, ,as well as the
hundreds of others, 'Who; in all proba-
bility, will cross into the United
States', will furnish a grave problem
for the state; department and immi-
gration authorities.
Spaniards Reacn El Paso
El Paso, Tex., April 8. Eight hun
dred members of the Spanish colony
of Torreon, expelled from that town
after having passed through the re
cent great battle In fear and tremb
ling and afterward facing the wrath
of General Villa, stood today beneath
the stars and stripes.
They were refugees truly, stripped of
their property for the time being at
least, but supplied with temporary
funds. Expressions of great relief
came from them as
.they crossed the
ugly wooden bridge iiroder which the
muddy little stream known as the Rio
Grande river flows, and found them-
selves on American soil at last.
How desperately they clung to the
fact that Spain had left their inter- -
(Continued on Page Four)
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STYLES
IMAVE.J0
Las VGaa'LeadtnStoro
SCOMMPH
Edinburgh Is Quiet City With a
Stormy Past.
Watch Our
Windows
Watch Our
Windows60071
South 5idoBa3aIISII Established 1862Hat a Reputation for Conviviality, but
I an Early Closing Town St
Giles, the Magnificent Old
Cathedral, Ha Many
Relic. On!
For frying, you practice
economy and have better
tasting, more wholesome
food, in the use of
Coffolsne
You can use the same
Cottolene over,and over
again by simply straining
it You can fry onions
first, then doughnuts, then
fish and so on and there
will be no mingling of
flavors, no clashing of
odors.
THE FRENCH PEOPLE SAY THEY
ARE THROUGH WITH FREAK
DRESSING
Paris, April 8. Paris is being
wtirred by four new movements. Rata,
Immoral clothes, freak art and unde
y 3 iuays i lore lor
veloped physique are all to be corn-- Easter Shopping
FOR MEN FOR VUEISILK PETTICOAT
' It la hard to believe that any city
could quite live up to 'such, a site as
Edinburgh's, and the Scotch were not
presumptuous to call their capital the
Athens of ' the north. Something in
Scottish Intellectuality has saved. Ed-
inburgh, though long bereft of the
parliament that she is now making
ready to auk back, at the hands of
England, from sinking into more pro-
vincialism. At the same time the city
is one of singularly quiet ways, oddly
la contrast with her stormy past. In
spite of her repute for conviviality,
Bho is an early closing town, and
there Is little gaiety in the streets
after half-pas- t ten o'clock, while her
best-know- n and most fashionable res-
taurant serves a very indifferent
table d'hote at two shillings sixpence.
Few things in Edinburgh strike the
traveler with more of almost humor-n- s
surprise than a Presbyterian
church which is really a magnificent
old cathedral. St. Giles, although not
o huge a structure as many English
tathedrals, and less noble in outward
tspect than many other great
churches, is a rich and glorious thing
within, where the tattered battle Sags
of Scotland hang in the light of win-
dows warm with the loveliest stained
batted by organized, forces.
While the League , of. ...Patriotic
French women has taken up the gage
against indecent ' clothes, a reaction
has also come to the great vogue of
cubism, futurism
and other advanced aesthetic art
schools. A group of artists who hold
' praeiples lias been
formed. They declare they have felt
neglected, and they have decided at
last to make themselves- he;ird. A
new. salon is to he formed, for even
the present official salons, show ten-
dencies towards the new heterodox
schools.
Some prominent artists are behind
the movement, whicn is likely to con-
stitute a strong revolt against revolu-
tionary art The majority of critics,
while by no means accepting all the
Food fried in
Cottolene is un-usua-
deli-
cious, and you're
sure there'll be
no undue tax on
your digestion.
Send for valu-
able Free Recipe
Book, "Home
Helps."
CHICAGO
FR.EE.
The rest of this week we are giving a
nice Silk petticoat free with every suit
bought here just as a special inducement.
And you'll find here one of the largest
lines of ready-to-we- in the state to choose
from. Come in tomorrow and select the
suit you want Until Easter we are selling
$32.50 to $35.00 Suits
for $29.00
$22.50 to $25.00 Coats
Lace Beauty Veils
We are showing these popular
veilsi in all colors and the prices
range
75o to $2.00.
New Rutflinjs
in shadow lace, net, chiffon, single
and double, all widths. These are
decidedly popular in the spring
wiear
20c to 60c per yard
Fischnes and Guimpes
Several designs of these are
here come in nets, Swisses, etc,
$1.50 to $2.75 each
Silk Hosiery
The main difference in our silk
hosiery is that It will wear.
Onyx Hose in all colors.
50c to $1.00.
Phoenix Hosiery the guaranteed
kind in all colors.
glass. As to the Thistle chapel, it is
a little gem of wood carving, and
studiously low-tone- d glazing. A brass
upon one of the Inner walls of SL
Giles commemorates the bold Scot
who, summoned bp4he king of Eng
land, declined in the royal presence
to aid in fixing episcopacy upon Scot'
land.
cotton culture could be made as re-
munerative there as in Egypt, which
now grows 1,500,000 bales.
M. Bonnevay said the. yrench con-
sular agent at El-K- Tiad imported
Egyptian cotton plants and obtained
excellent results. Several French of-
ficers interested in the agricultural
development of Morocco had aluc ex-
perimented with cotton culture at out-
lying French coasts with great suc-
cess. M. Bonnevay had no doubt that
cotton would become the most valu-
able export of Morocco.
lairas of the subists and futurists,
freely admit that they have let air
and light into the dry places of art,
and that exhibitions from which they
are excluded seem, dull and tame. In
spite of their extravagances, they have
succeeded In being accepted as serious
pioneers. The attitude of the general
public is interrogatory, if not respect-
ful; there is little tendency to con-
demn off-half-," and that it Is a clear
gain to the innovators.
Some or the most prominent men
in France "have come to the support
of an athletic renaissance. A national
league, to aid in the development of
physical education has just been
founded with the patronage of such
men as Baron Pierre de Coubetin,
president of the International Olympic
committee; Hebrard and Maurice
Donnay of the French academy.
At the head of the committee, which
will direct the movement, is the Mar-
quis de Polignac.
If St. Giles stands as a monument
to Scotland's stormy ecclesiastical his-
tory, the ruins of Melrose and Dry bor-
ough not far away in a lovely bit of
Scottish country speak peace to the
for $19.50Copyriirl 1914The H. Bfack Co.
75c to $2.00.
New Spring Hate
We are showing all ghat's new
In hatsr all the accepted colors, and .'.
shapes. When you buy a Matlory
Cravanetted Hat of us you are as-
sured of Batisfaetioh--the- y are
guaranteed by both the maker and
ourselves.
THE NEW SHAPES $3.50
Spring Shirts
Tu plain white or striped plain
or pleated in fact, anything that
is correct in t!he shirt line. If you
want the best shirt in town for the
money SEE THIS LINE.
New Neckwear
A man's tie is the one part of
hto dress that Imparts a touch of
color. We are showing some beau-
tiful new ties in some advanced
patterns.
25c to 75c
Arrow Collars
Every man knows what this
collar is and we are showing doz-
ens of styles in it. Make our men's
store your furnishing goods head-
quarters.
Silk Hosiery
Of cotupse you'll have new silk
hpsiery for Easter if ' you buy
them of u you will get silk Hose
that really wear as they are rein-
forced at every wear point (heel,
toe, sole, 'ahp ankle.)
Interwoven Pure Silk 50c pair
Extra Thin SI1k Lisle 25c pair
ANY COLOR
Dent's Gloves
We sell the famous "Dent's"
Gloves. These are noted for their
smooth fitting and wearing quail-tie-
We have them in kid or cape.
Priced $2.00
Wilson Bros. Furnishings
are considered the Best that's
why we sell them. Anything you
need underwear, shirts, pajamas,
etc. i
New RibbonsA Cure for Sour Stomach
Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
reek, Mich, writes: "I have been
troubled with indigestion, sour stom
Ribbons play an important part
in all new spring dresses. We
anticipated tills and are showing
an unusually complete line
ALL PRICES
ach and had breath. After taking two
bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets I am
well. These tablets are splendid
none better." For sale by- all dealers.
-- Adv. Tango Belts
RAILROAD CONTRIBUTES
Santa, Fe, April 8. It is the St,.
A propaganda in favor of physical
education' will be carried out In sev-
eral ways. Lectures and practical
demonstrations will be given. The
cinematograph will be. utilized to
show the various stages of develop-
ment of athletics by leaders in this
branch of sports. The. league will
give its aid to such organizations as
wish to become allied with it, and will
Louis and Rocky Mountain company
$6.00 Gage Hats $3.45
Your unrestricted choice of any Gage Hat in the house that
regularly sells' from $4.50 to JC00.
EASTER SALE PRICE $3.45
, 10 Discount on Silk Dresses
Here's a chance to effect a saving on a new Silk Dress we
have them in all the new colors and styles la Taffetas, mes-saline-
and crepe de chines.
10 PER CENT DISCOUNT f: S ;.
$2.75 Novelty Waists $2.19
Dozens of styles at this pricelong or short sleeves, your
choice of several materials. The regular price Is $2.75.
EASTER SALE PRICE $2.19
$1.25 Lingerie Waists 98c
All of our regular $L25 waists are in this lot and you
wouldn't believe such waist values possible if yon didn't see
them.
EASTER SALE PRICE 98c
lii'H ! 4 Mil.
i
that yesterday forwarded its check
of $2,000 to Chairman Ralph B.
Twitchell of the New Mexico board of
exposition commissioners to be useddo evervthiner possible to put the
St. Giles' Cathedral.
are all the rage In New York. We
have them in several colors and
combinations also the new Butter-
fly belts.
Prices from 65c to $1.75
Silk Waists
Crepe de Chines, shadow lace,
chiffon, etc., la all the latest eft
feels'. You'll need some of these
for spring.
Silk Underwear
Price Range from $3.00 UP
A complete showing of Silk Un-
derwear In crepe de chines, etc.
These garments are: unusually nice
at the price.
$3.00 Up
in featuring the activities of that com-
pany at the San Mego exposition. It
is In line with similar appropriations
to be made by other enterprises and
gifts by public spirited citizens euch
as Hon, Frank Springer. Work Is pro-
gressing rapidly on tho second of the
oul of him who has an imagination
easily touched by the past Melrose,
great Santa Fe trail land mark models
aemmed in as It is by a populous little
city, loses something of its native
jrace, though it Is inexpressibly lovely
even without the moonlight that Scott
recommended Dryborough, however,
under the direction of J. P. Adams.
This Is the model of the Pecos mis
Is nobly set in a lonely spot, and nothsion church and pueblo ruins and will
lag in the British Isles can be more
touchingly. beautiful than its mellowbe tho largest and in
some respects
the most remarkable of the series of
models. In fact, for accuracy in so
ruins. Not even the raucous voice of
the local Scottish guide explaining the
aiatory and architecture of the placedifficult a subject, for interest, ethno
country in a leading position in ath-
letics. .
Paris has also begun a war of ex-
termination of rats. It is estimated
that ;io less than three million rodents
infest the city. The central market
and the stock yards are overrun by
the pest-Fran-
might easily declare her in-
dependence, in the cotton growing in-
dustry and cease the (yearly "tribute"
of $80,000,000 for imported .cotton,
chiefly from the. United States, accord-
ing to Laurent Bonnevay, who led a
recent debate on the .Moroccan budget
in the chamber of deputies.
He declared that if France develop-
ed the cotton lands of northwest Af-
rica it could produce ait the cotton
needed for French requirements, and
export to other manufacturing coun-
tries. ''W
M. Bonnevay gave the results of an
inquiry made by M. Laraba, an agri-
cultural expert who studied the cottou
growing possibilities of Tunis, Algeria
and Morocco. M. Laraba found that
cotton of an inferior quality was al-
ready grown in feome sections of these
countries, and he was convinced that
to forty or fifty of one fellow-Ame- ri
De Bevoise Braslogical
as well as historical and arch-
aeological, and for beauty it will he
unexcelled at any of the great
cana can spoil the effect of that rarely
tereme and restful spot. When the
Etiide And his attentive audience have
passed out of earshot It is something
sieresto sit amid the ruins, gaxe across the
sunny and deliclously green quad
rangle enclosed by part of the walls
and imagine the ceoweed and Silent (Am
Don't Overlook the Cami- -
; ; ; ,. : SoIe j V
With Cresses and waists made of such heer material, it is
very necessary to have one of these to ;wear oven the corset
cover. We are showing these In chiffons, lace, nets, shadow
laces, etc. "
Prices 50c Up
The 'corgeb with the low bust make bras-
sieres and hhsblute necessity We are showingmonies again moving about their clois
ters, sunning themselve upon their several n4w designs ia lace some- - embroider- -
Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Positive In action, for backache,
weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas, writes: "After taking two hot-tie-
of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheu-
matism and kidney trouble are com-
pletely gone." Safe and effective. O.
G. Scha-efe- and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
ed, some of batiste, ranging in price fromstone benches or stalking with meas-
ured tread to prayers at the sound
of the abbey tolls, Is the quiet of the
deOckw rains, sequestered from the DLise jworld outside by a dense growth of 50c to $3.50
noble beeches, evergreens and flow
ering shrubs, Dyborough's thousand
years speak with a voice more elo-
quent than any that ever sounded
from her pulpit.Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble BLACK BREAD IS BEST FOOD Frankel Blue Serge Milady's" GlovesGerman Scientist Recommends It for
the Working Claasee Will Help
Weak Stomachs. Suits
$15.00Berlin. Doctor Kunert, one of theJfNf'' highest authorities on food analysis,considers that black rye bread shouldbe. the chief item of nourishment of Fashion decrees the long, whitesilk gloves for correct dressers. We
are showing Kayser's (the guaranteed
healthy men and women, and main- -A.
tains that, in earner times, wnen the
working classes did not eat meat to7rNk. frSCJ I ' :t JL . 1.wlf lit , kind) silk gloves In short. 12 button, Vany extent, but nourished themselveson black bread leguminous food andgroats, they were full of pith, and
were strong and healthy. Since meat,
wheaten bread and sugar became the
mm?
ji :
staple of daily fare their power of re a
slating disease has sunk. Even for j
16 button, and opera length.
S5e to S2.00
Made of imported
serge nicely tailored and trim-
med, several styles This is the
suit you usually pay $20.00 to
$25.00 for. .Come, in and see
them tomorrow you won't be
disappointed.
Priced 15.00
-
...
!'.
( :
1
weak stomachs Doctor Kunertpr4fers black bread.
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disordersare caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter outthe poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to'positively and permanently cure such troubles is to removethe cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made "wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorativeingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these im-portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pillsfor your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
roick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
RED CROSS DRUG CO. , RED CROSS DRUG CO '
i l
Says She Kissed Lafayette.
Boston.- - Mrs. Emily Chamberlain,
who has just celebrated her one hun-
dredth birthday, declared that in
1824, when General Lafayette was in
this country, she was among the
school children who cast flowers be
fore him aad ware klased by him.
For those who want kid gloves we are showing a most complete line.
Let us settle your glove wants.
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 8, 1914.
PANAMA HOPEFUL SCOTS DEMOCRATIC UP-TO-DA- TE MBATTLESHIP NEW YORK IS THE
MOST POWERFUL CRAFT AFLOAT
Jefferson Reynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
,
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HabVt Reynold, Cashier. H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
of the guns comprising their main
batteries are the New York and Texas
the most formidable battleships ever
FIRST NATIONAL BANS'.
OP LAS VEGAS, N. M. ;': :
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $2S,0,
In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
Interest Paid on Tim Dcpsits
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
swastika cdAK;'t'-;:":.;- ;'
WHOLESALE AND fiE fA I L
Font
THE OLD
BAIN
IS CHINA'S
MINISTER
MR. SHAH HAS ABOLISHED OLD
STYLE IDEAS WITH OLD
STYLE CLOTHING
Washington, April 8. A new Chi-
nese minister to the United States,
Mr. K. F. Shah, one of the products of
the new regime of China, will arrive
In this country next week. The Amer-
ican minister at Peking, Paul. S.
Reinsch, sends word that Mr. Shah
left Peking with his family on March
3, traveling by, way of Siberia, expect-
ing to reach New York by the steamer
Amerika, due April 17, and come on to
Washington for the minister's presen-
tation of President W'ilson. Mr. Shah
will be the first minister under the
new republic of China, recently recog-
nized by .the American government
A portrait ajid sketch of the new
minister, forwarded by Mr. Reinsch,
show him to be one of the new and
progressive element of China. Instead
of the rich silken! robe which have
been the traditional garb of Chinese
ministers, Mr. Shah's picture shows
he has adopted the conventional cos-
tume of the western. World. He is
shown in the usual frock coat of dip--,
lomacy, and without any: of the a
of the old regime.. Offic-
ials in Washington have seen in the
past the changes from the ways of
the east to those of the west, on the
part of the Japanese, later the Kor-
eans, and now the Chinese. It will
be one pt the first occasions when
the Chinese minister has appeared
in the ;ouventional garb of the west-
ern world.
Mr. Shah and his family have al-
ready spent much time In this coun-
try. For five years he was consul
general at New, York, from 1903 to
1908.;' Besides his official duties at
that time Mr. Shah found time to take
several special courses of study at
Columbia university. His daughter,
Miss Lang Shah, also accompanied
him at that time, and pursued her
studies in American schools. She is
now ah accomplished young lady and
is particularly proud of the American
part of her education. Mrs. Shah also
accompanies the minister and has the
advantage of several years spent iii
America.
Mr. Shah comes from a notable fami-
ly,- his . father having been tutor of
the late Emperor Kwang Hsus. After
completing his. education he entered
official life at Peking as a member of
the former board of works., Later he
was in the diplomatic service at To-ki- o
and then Chinese consul at New
York. Afterwards he became secre
tary of the foreign office at Peking,
Tater director of the mint at Tien Tsin
and then superintendent of customs
and commissioner of foreign affairs in
Newchang. Mr. Shah and his family
are accompanied by an executive
staff of officials who will take up their
duties at the Chinese legation here.:
Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold
When you have a cold you want
the best medicine obtainable so as to
get rid of it with the least possible de-
lay. There are many who consider
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur-
passed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
toward the manufacturers of that
preparation. I know of nothing so
quick to relieve a cough or cure a
cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
OF BECOMING
RICH
litt'le republic will try to
TO BECOME THE STORE-
HOUSE OF. THE WORLD
Panama, April 8. The Isthmus of
Panama is not only to become a gate
way for the world's shipping but a
great Borehouse for the goods of all
nations, according1 to the hopes of the
Panama republic.
The plan to make Panama City and
Colon free forts of entry for the mer--
"chandise of the world Is being drawn
up for introduction to the next gen
eral, assembly, which"meets in Sep
tember, ' and the government antici-
pates' no .serious opposition.
The secretary of foreign affairs.
Ernesto Le Fevre, declares that un
der the free port plan Panama and
Colon would become great wholesale
markets, and merchants, especially
from Central and South America
would come here to do their bulying
from the stocks and samples brought
here by the merchants and manufac
turers of the United States and Eu
rope.
There' now Is collected by Panama
'an import duty of 15 per cent on all
merchandise entering the country
An annual revenue of about $2,006,000
is thus derived. In order to make up
this deficit other sources of revenue
will have to be found, and this, the
authorities declare, can be done.
In connection with, the opening of
the two ports it is planned by the
Panama authorities to erect large
warehouses at both ends of the canal
and they already have entered into
negotiations with the Panama Rail-
road company for permission to erect
one at Colon on the waterfront own-
ed by the railroad. Opposition may
1e forthcoming for the reason that
the company is planning to ibuild and
operate bonded warehouses on canal
zone territory.
During the last few months several
revolutionary juntas have been in ac-
tive operation here.
A hotel fronting on the delightful
Plaza Central has come to be regard-
ed the headquarters of former citi-
zens of Central and South American
countries, and they are allowed to
talk revolution as much as they please
but no filibustering is permitted.
Tiie revolution In Ecuador which
has just ailxnit collapsed with the re-
cent evacuation of Las Esmeraldas by
Colonel Concha, the rebel leader, aand
his less than 1,000 followers, was fos-
tered and given financial aid by a
junta in Panama,
The Peruvian junta was a little
more successful in its efrorts to over-
throw a government and the revolu
tion of a day probably will go down
as the shortest on record. Former
President Billingshurst is- stopping in
Panama awaiting the arrival of the
other members of his family when he
expects to return to Peru or else
make his future home in Chile where
the original Latin-America- n Billing-hurs- t
first settled.
The Peruvian junta disbanded after
having accomplished its purpose. Its
memibers remained fiere long enough
to welcome Vice President Roberto
Leguia on his arrival in Panama.
BABY'S HEAD
BEGAN WESTER
Eruption Like Ulcerated Pimples.
Itched andjrritated Awfully. Hair
Fell Out. Cuticura Soap and Oint-
ment Cured in Three Weeks.
P. O. Box 55, Greenville, Cal. "last
fall my baby boy, two and a half years old,
fell and hit the back of his head on the door- -
caslng, cutting
quite a gash. I
thought It would
heal right away, so
when I picked him
up and washed his
head I put some
on it and ho
soon was playing
I again. The next
morning there was
vfrr mix a scab over it, but
after a Tew days it began to foster and othor
sores came near it. They commenced at
his nock and gradually spread to the top of
bis head. The eruption was like ulcerated
pimples and itched and irritated him aw-
fully, especially at night, when ha would
scratch and dig his head. I had hard work
to keep him from scratching them. Bis
hair fell out where the sores were thickest.
"The sores looked red and inatterated. I
had all bis hair cut close to bis head so I
Could got the Cuticura Ointment on well
night and morning and I washed bis bead
Well with the Cuticura Soap. In two weeks
ft wis hooted nicely and in three weeks ho
was cured and there is not even a scar."
(Signed) Mrs. A. B. Woltora. Dec. 17, 1912.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
BOp. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
each mailed Tree, with 32-- Skin Book. Ad-
dress post-car- d " Cuticura, Dept. T. Boston."
--Men who shave and shampoo with Cu-
ticura Soap will find it best forskinandacalp.
RELIABLE
WAGON
X'jyS .
ATTOKXEYS
HUNKER & HUNKESt
George A, Hunger. Chester a. HsalE
Attornyrat-La-v
Las Veg&a, New Mexl
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental wort of any description 1
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phon
Main 381. Residence Phone Mala 413.
East Las Vegas. New Mssieo
Much More So Than English
Brother Across Border.
Pturdy n of the Edinburgh
Cabby In Marked Contrast to Hit
Kin In London Are Skilled
in Many Trades.
Edinburgh. One has only to
cross the English border go
ing northward to realize that
Scotland is a fat more democratic
country than England. Who shall say
why a land that venerates an old and
proud aristocracy should have among
its common people a sturdy democrat-
ic Perhaps Scottish
democracy owes something to the
land's having lacked for more than
three centuries a resident king. For
much of that time also it has had' a
reading and thinking peasantry. The
Scotch were stubbornly true to the
Sturat cause, but perhaps if their na-
tive royal family had been resident
in Scotland when James II. was driven
from the throne the two Pretenders
would have found fewer friends to
aid them in their vain invasions. Rob-
ert 'Burns, also, has long been a
strong democratic influence in. Scot-
land, as by far the greatest British
poet of unmixed peasant blood.
Whatever the causes that lie be-
hind the peculiar spirit of the Scot-
tish common folk, the American trav-
eler who is sympathetic with democ-
racy feels it in the atmosphere as
soon as he sets foot within the coun-
try. There is a look in the eyes of
the Scottish workman, skilled or un-
skilled, that is not commonly seen in
his English brother. It is easy to de-
tect the greater poverty of the rural
Scot after one leaves the English lake
country, with its simple and homely
comfort for all and its rich fields of
grass and grain, its'fat horses and
cattle, its walled and embowered
farmsteads, its air of d
country and a well-house- population.
Ia spite of comparatively rich valleys
in the lowlands of Scotland, the coun-
try Is manifestly not so rewarding to
the toil of the farmer as the region 100
miles further south. Many of the farm-
steads are without trees or shrubs, and
unadorned with flowers, while the
larger fields indicate a sparser popula.
tion. The hills, beautiful though they
are, take on a bleak aspect beneath
clouded skies and country folks are
less comfortably clad than those of ru-
ral England.
When one reaches Edinburgh the
early impression is confirmed of a peo-
ple less materially well of, but more
sturdily e than those of
England. Your cabby at Edinburgh is
more a man, and brother and less a
servant than he of London, though, the
in is f
i nu tr.r .ft
1irf Wr"'Wt -- r
In the Ctfwate, Edinburgh.
London cabbies are still a race to
themselves, and far more at ease in
the presence of their "betters" than
most others of the English working
classes. And the Edinburgh newsboy,
what a delightful creature he is? He
could sell newspapers in Boston, New
York or Philadelphia and ask no odds
of the native newsies. It is thus
through all grades of Scottish work- -
directly minister to the Immediate
needs of the public, such as waiters,
and they often seem to be other
Scotchmen, ' The Scotch seem to be
especially skilled in certain trades.
They are excellent masons, for exam-
ple, and for many years they have
gone hack and forth between Scotland
and New York, plying their trade at
the high American wages when busi-
ness Is brisk during spring, summer
and fall, and returning to winter at
home. They catch the American pace
more quickly than most immigrants,
and they have the physical strength
to handle American tools, somethipg
that the southern , European skilled
mechanic does not always have, with
the result that he sometimes finds
himself In the land of his adoption re
duced to the ranks of the unskilled
laborer. ' ; ;
Invents New Kind of Bomb.
Dresden, Germany. A bomb which
produced stupification has been in
vented by a Prussian woman, Ida
Boehm. Gas from a single bomb has
thrown several hundred men into an
eight-hou- r sleep, it is claimed.
Burglar Escapes from Box Car.
Newvillage, N. J. The constable
locked a burglar In a box car. Next
morning prisoner was gone, leaving
this note: "Next time be sure there'!
only one way out"
New York, April The huge bat-
tleship; New York, the most terrible
engine of destruction ever built in a
United States navy yard, was formally
placed in commission today. The
event was attended with simple but
impressive ceremonies. A large crowd
visited the New York navy yard to
witness the exercises. A mighty cheer
burst , from' the throats of the spec-
tators as the Stars and Stripes were
raised to the masthead of the new
dreadnought The officers and crew
were mustered on deck while the
commander read the orders placing
the vessel In commission. The ship's
band played the "Star-Spangle- d Ban-
ner," and the ceremonies were con-
cluded with the customary salute.
Within a cable's length of the New
Yok lay her sister ship, the great
battleship Texas, which recently ar-
rived at the navy yard from the yard
of her builders at Newport News to
receive the final touches necessary for
her absolute completion.
,Not only In size but In the caliber
' ; Keel Laid
Old Texas 1S89
Oregon ."1891
Iowa 1893
Kearsarge ..1896
Wisconsin - 1897
Ohio 18i9
Georgia 1901
Connecticut 1903
Idaho 1904
South Carolina 1.3906
Delaware --
-
--
19OT
Florida - -- 1909
Arkansas 1909
New York 1911
Then they triumphantly accompanied
him to his native shores.
There are also Hondurian, Nicara
gua, San Salvadorian, Guatemalan
and Venezuelan juntas here.
The men sit about the little iron
tabels in the Hotel Central discussing
prospects. Close by are the Panama
secret service men. It is said that
each member of the Juntas is "put
to bed" nightly by some police officer
told off to watch him and see that he
does no mischief. When any one of
them happens to stray in the canal
zone he is immediately under the di-
rect and secret observation of the
canal zone police.
It is said there is a strong and well
organized junta in Panama that has
for its object the disestablishment of
the Panama republic and the return
or the Isthmus to Colombia. The au-
thenticity of this report has not been
established. If it really does exls,"
its membership is a strict secret and
its meeting place unknown to the
Panama authorities.
Colds Cause Headache and Grip
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tab
lets remove cause. There is only One
"BROMO QUININE." It has signature
of E. W. GROVE on box. 25c.
Why It Suits Particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is prompt and effective for coughs,
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
cougha and throat troubles.' Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich.,, writes: "Fol-
ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops thei cough
with no bad after efreet." It contains
no opiates and' is pure. That's why
it siuita particular people. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv. -
MAINE REPUBLICANS TO MEET
Augusta," Me., April 8. The ad
vance guard of delegates has arrived
in the city for the republican state
convention, which will meet here to-
morrow with Congressman John A.
Peters presiding. The convention
will adopt a platform and make pre-
liminary plans for the coming state
campaign. The state and congres-
sional nominations will be made at
the June primaries. Governor Haines,
who is serving his first term, is .so
far the only republican who has an-
nounced his candidacy for the guber-
natorial nomination.
Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
Whooping cough is about every-
where. - Measles and scarlet .fever al-
most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. I. C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr., says: "My three
children had severe attacks of whoop-
ing cough and a te-r- few doBes of
Foley's Honey ajid Tar gave great re-
lief." O. and Red Cross
Drug Store. Ad x.
ALABAMA TEACHERS MEET
Birmingham, Ala., April 8. The
school teachers of Alabama have
gathered here in force for the thirty-thir- d
annual convention of their state
association, the sessions of which will
continue through the remainder of
the week. College presidents, county
and city superintendents and many
other educa'ors of prominence are in- -
built. ; Up to the present time the 13- -
inch gun, which has not been used on
any of the newer chips of the navy,
has been the limit of the caliber of
naval guns. The New York and Tex-
as, however, will each carry ten 14-
inch bunsi, mounted two to a turret,
and so arranged that all of them
can be fired in a broadside, or for
ward, or aft, at the same time.
The arrangement of three, turrets
aft and two forward of the bridge Is
the work of the naval construction
corps of the United States navy .N Great
Britain has followed this design in
her newest dreadnoughts, and this
is considered' one of the highest com-
pliments ever paid American design-
ers and constructors!.
An ideai of the steadily increased
size and gun efficiency of American
battleships is given by a table that
begins with the old battleship Texas,
later the San Marcos and its tonnage.
Main Battery
' Tonnage
2 h guns 6,315
2 13-in- guns 10,288
4 h guns 11,346
4 13-in- guns 11,520
4 h guns 11552
4 h guns 12,500
4 h guns 14,948
4 12-in- guns 16,000
4 h gunt 13,000
'8 h guns 1,000
10 h guns 20,000
10 h guns 21,825
12 h guns 26,000
10 h guns 28,000
eluded in th attendance.. The pro
gram provides for meetings of sev-
eral affiliated organiaztions and num-e;-cu- s
departmental conferences in
addition to the negenarl sessions of
the asFoclation. .
Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Why suffer from .rheumatism when
relief may be had at so small a cost?
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
"I have ibeen subject to attacks of
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Liniment always relieves me imme-
diately, and I take pleasure in rec-
ommending it to others." 25 and 50
cent bottles. For Bale by all dealers.
Adv.
ARGUE FOR NEW TRIAL
Chicago, April 8. In the federal
court today arguments were present-
ed on motion for a new trial in the
cases of John F. Jeike, millionaire
oleomargarine .manufacturer, and
eight of his employes and his asso-
ciates who were recently found guilty
of conspiracy to defraud the govern-
ment by avoiding the payment of tax
for coloring oleomargarine. In case
the motion for a new trial is denied
and the appeals fail, the convicted
men are liable to a sentence of $ 10,000
fine or two years in the penitentiary
or both.
Stomach Trouble Cured.
iMrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa
writes, "For some time I suffered
from stomach trouble. I would have
sour stomach and feel bloated after
eating. Nothing benefited me until I
got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak-
ing two bottles of them I was cured."
For sale by all dealers Adv.
H10 Liver 3 f J
To C!::iS Pilrify
The Natural Stimulus Re
quired is Not the Pur-
gative Kind.
Most Pill An Better if Thrown Away.
Important as It to keep the bowels open,it should be remembered that such action
does not necessarily mean that the liverhas been stimulated. The action of S. S. 8.
Is a natural liver tonic, but not a bowel
mover. It works in the liver cells to assist
In the natural and necessary function of
concerting from the blood certain constitu-
ents Into what are known as assimilable
products. These are readily absorbed into
the body tissues to constantly provide new
and healthy material for that which is
being destroyed by' the energy of tissue
changes. ' .
The presence of any blood trouble natur-
ally suggests a sluggish liver, but there Is
required those medicinal properties which,
upon reaching the liver1, still retain their
catalytic enercv to keep on through theblood circulation to do battle with impur-ities wherever they may have settled.
Rheumatism, catarrh, anemia, most skindiseases and other results of impure blood,
while Implicating the liver by their morbidinfluences, are quickly checked by S. 8. 8.It action throughout the blood. circulation
results in the stimulation of the tissue cellsto the healthy and Judicious selection oltheir own essential nutriment.You can get 8. 8. S. in any drug etore,but insist upon having It.Take no chance by permitting anyone torecommend a substitute. And if vmir blood
condition is such that you would like to
consult a specialist, address The Swift Ppe-eiii-o
Company, bus Swift Uldg., Atlanta, Ga.
Gross," Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
JONES-BOWEK- S MONUMENT CO i
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central I
23 Years Practical Experrecce. I
Reliable Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound it is a
reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
oroup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weaken-
ing to the eystem. It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoarsie-nes-s,
tickling throat and stuffy wheezy
breathing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladies
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Man!-- ,
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building ,
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
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social life, that the movement for bet alists. It was said that before any
attempt is made to .take the city , a
force of federals must be driven f,rom
CITY OF TAMPICO
THREATENS TO
"Did many Spaniards leave Torreon
with General Velascp?"
"Senor, I can't say. We were most
of .us hidden and did not know a great
deal of what was going on. Some
may have gone with him and some
more may have left before the attack
on the city. In our hiding places did
come a rumor that two Spaniards had
been shot. I can't Bay whether by the
federals, qr others, hut that was about
all the outside news we got about our
was not registered. Under fen opin-
ion handed down by him last week, he
could not swear in his vote. Similar-
ly 'another citizen who had been re-
gistered under a wrong initial was
the ballot because the election
judges would not accept his affidavit
There'were more frantlo telegrams
from- - Gallup and Faraington re-
garding the necessity of registration
for municipal .elections and it seems
that In quite a number of towns in
New Mexico, elections yesterday may
be; invalid because of failure to pro-
vide for a registration of voters.
Inspects the Roads
Engineer J. B. Johnson of the state
engineer's department returned this
noon from an inspection of the, state
road camps at Escondido and ' San
Marciai and a preliminary survey of
part'1 'of the cut-of- f road from Escon-
dido to Becker, for which he found
a " very feasible grade. . None of
tme grades is to exceed eight per
cent and they all can be cut down
to six per eeut with comparatively lit-
tle " 'effort. - "
Tax Money Comes In
The ten of the 26 counties of the
state who have reported their March
tax collections thus far to the travel-
ing auditor, collected $20,501.04 of
1913 taxes during that month. These
ten counties are: McKinley, $1,501.49
of 5913 taxes; Dona Ana county,' 5
of 1913 taxes; $938.26 of 1912
taxes:' $398.92 of '1911 "taxes; and
u
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countrymen."
i Cotton Grower Bankrupt
Rafael Arozena, wealthiest resident
of the Laguna district and reported
to be the most extensive grower of sea
Island cotton In the world, was one
of the Spanish refugees who rode to(the border in a second class crkch
wjth only his Dersonal Possessions to
show for his lifetime of struggle in
the Coahuila cotton country.
Senor Arozena is to the Coahuila
Spanish colony what Don Luis Ter-raza- s
is to the Chihuahua refugee
colony of Mexicans. He is the leader
in commercial activities of the Laguna
district owns a number of the largest
haciendas in the district, and his
wealtlh is estimated at $17,000,000
Mexican, currency. '
He carried today only a leather sat-
chel, a big steamer rug and a bag
filled with his personal belongings,
which he gathered together hastily
wlien the order was given by. Villa
for the Spaniards to. leaye the country.
The Spanish miljipnaiije became the
center of the Spanish, refugee colony
at his hotel here. He Is a striking
loolnng man with aJbeavy white beard,
a shock of white hair and a pair of
goto .rimmed glasses,, over whih, he
locjued tflvarply .when parrying. ,,,the
question of reporters.
. . "I am alone. My; relatives and my
possessions are all in the Laguna dis-
trict," he eaid. "I happen to be able
to return for I have had no part in
the internal politics of the country.
For that reason I prefer not to say
anything for fear it would he misun-
derstood. I was not mistreated by
anyone at Torreon and have no plans
for the Immediate present."
Arozena is said to raise 5,000 bales
or 2,500,000 pounds of cotton a year,
from which the gross income is said
to be $400,000.
Mexicans "Shoot Up" Town
Brownsville, Tex., April 8.- - Captain
John R. Hughes of the Texas Rangers
left Brownsville today to investigate
the reported "shooting up" by Mex-
icans of the village of Madero, Texas
near the border.
A report reaching the United States
customs house here asserted 50 to 40
Mexicans crossed the river and "shot
up" the town yesterday. No one was
injured. Private accounts of the af
fair said the residents of Madero were
so frightened they did not dare call
for help until the Mexicans had fin
ished their carousal and crossed the
border.
General Pablo Gonzales and men
left Matamoras today Iby train,
J.6 direct the proposed at
tack on Monterey by the constitution-
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WALKER QUALIFIES
Santa Fe, April 8. Douglas:'Walker
today qualified in the district court as
receiver for the San Ildefonso ditch,
who is to supervise the distribution
of the waters; of the ditch, in the! case
of Matilda Coxe Stevenson, the emi-
nent ethnologist, against "' the
' San
Ildefonso ditch, et al. ' This is the
fifth time' in comparatively short tfuie
that suit Hs' ibrought Over' the 'distribu-
tion of the waters of that important
ditch, ,' " ''v'''
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, April 8. The wine ibreak
in Canadian Pacific, which carried It
below 200 for the first time in many
years, was the chief development Of
the morning session, although it af-
fected the rest of the market to only
a slight degree, i '
Later there was a ' recovery when
the cialers began to- show the Stimu-
lating effect of Lackawanna's victory
In the anti-trus- t suit. Reading and
Lehigh were run up about a point on
this movement , Trading was on a
considerably larger scale, the fore-
noon total (being nearly four times
yesterday's amount in the correspond-
ing period. Bonds were steady.
The market began i 'drag again af
ter its forenoon rally. v No response
was made to the copper producers'
(figures, which showed a reduction in
supplies of 13,762,000 pounds.
Weakness of individual stocks caus
ed the market to sag further. Texas
Company continued Its decline fall-
ing 8 points. ''
The markef"closed steady. LackS- -
wanna Steel's large shrinkage in
earnings for the last quarter, the ex-
pected decrease in United States
Steel tonnage figure and dismal com-
ment by steel trade journals Intensi-
fied the general heaviness. The last
sales were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper 76
Sugar .' 100
Atchison ... 97
Reading 165
Southern Pacific 94
Union Pacific 159
United States Steel 62
United States Steel, pfd.... 110
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, April 8. Although the
wheat market promptly responded to-
day to the bearish crop figures from
Washington, prices soon rallied to a
considerable extent. Freezing weath-
er, especially in the southwest, tend-
ed to induce a good deal of buying.
Many traders also ,were disposed to
regard the government report as hav-
ing been pretty well discounted In ad-
vance. Quotations after opening to
lower, rallied to nearly Monday
night's level. Closing prices were
firm at same as Monday to cent
off.
Corn rose on account of the absence
of selling pressure. The few specula-
tors who expected weakness In sym-
pathy with wheat were quickly forced
IBIe
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Coxts or Suits
Coats or Suits
Coasts or Suits
Coasts or Suits
Coasts or Suits ..,
Cotxts or Suits
CosLts or Suits ;
Coats or Suits , j
ter roads hag come, to be one of;.the
greatest and most. Important now de
manding attention of local, state-an-
federal governments.
o
WAKXIJfG TO SCHOOL
ATtlLKTES
. The boys of the common and high
school who rejoice in their athletic
prowess will give little heed to the
warning sounded by Dr. Arthur A.
Knoch of Cincinnati in an address be-
fore the American, Physical Education
association's recent session. But their
parents and school officials might well
ponder Dr. Knoch's advices. He criti-
cises the Btrennous physical exertion
which exbauts. almost all organs,
causes dilation of the heart, brings
curvature of the spine, rounds the
shoulders, and causes other abnormal-
ities. As has been pointed out many
times, the end of exercise is not
strength, but health and grace. Nat-
ure never Intended that the human
animal should be trained down to
what boxing circles call "fighting
weight" all the time. . .When such a
course is followed it is at the expense
of vitality. u. '..' . ''''-'
This is no unsettled theory. The
short athletic life Is, a matter of com-
mon' knowledge. When professional
hall players at 25; ire v.called "old
men" the baneful effects of overtrain-
ing and strained exertions are roeog- -
When a man sauanders in a
few years the surplus, vitality nature
designed to carry him through a long
lifetime he is 'a physical spendthrift.
as foolish as any other kind of spend
thrift. And when intense physical
training is given to growingnboys it
brings a positive Injury that' can not
be repaired. Physicians could give a
long list of young men whose bodieB
were shattered by athletics.
The tendency to look upon athletic
contests as the chief end of exerclBe,
not simply in the common schools and
the high school, but In the colleges
as well, has long been regretted by
thoughtful observers. The percentage
of the student body particpiating in
such contests is from the necessity of
things very small. Wholesame as class
or college spirit may he, it is fostered
at too creat a cost. Tho students who
actually need exercise to develop im
paired organs health
are not. helped by athletic contests.
While they may get a little fresh air
as spectators and develop their vocal
cords as "rooters," athletic contests
arfi of comnaratively little value to
them. What is needed is general ex
ercise of sufficient variety to interest
all and of a character that will per
mit general participation. While not
as familiar with the achievements of
the American Physical Education as-
sociation as we should he, we Infer
from its title and the character of
some of the addresses by members,
that its aim is to bring about in the
schools of this country conditions
which will promote harmonious de
velopment of the children mentally
and physically. If it succeeds In cor-
recting the tendency to produce a
few athletes through the neglect of
the general student body, it will have
justified its existence.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
Santa, Fe, April 8. Frank Lewis,
serving a sentence for selling liquor
to Indians, was paroled out of the
state penitentiary yesterday at the
same time that James T. Fay was re-
leased under commutation of .sentence'
from President Wilson. i V '
Arranging Timber Salss f
'
District Forester Arthur C. R tag- -
land arrived today from .Albuquerque
for conference with Forest Supervisor
Don P. Johnson over the allotment
of appropriations and also over tim-
ber sales. Mr, Johnson has Just con-
cluded a conference wHh' rangers from
the Jemez arid Pecos forests of which
he' is supervisor and:other forest of-
ficials regarding UheY 83 applications
for homesteads j ittered over the vastexpanse of. thetwo forests'.)
Griffin Changes Jobs
WY E. Griffin, until recently cashier
in the Santa Fe Banl and Trust com
pany,' has taken a. position ac-
countant; in the office of State Engi
neer James A. French.
Charles Is Appointed
Thomas Charles of High Rolls was
today appointed road commissioner
for Otero county in place of George
E. Moffett of Oro Grande, resigned. J.
B, French of Carrizozo was appointed
road commissioner for Lincoln coun-
ty to succeed J. M. Vega.
Notaries are Appointed
Governor McDonald upon his reurn
from Carrizozo today appointed, the
following notaries public: ,'.; Jfaep.h
Ashford,,Oscuro, Lincoln county ; John
A. Young, Gallup; Joseph W. Beck,
El Rito, Rio Arriba county; John
Henry Shettler, Silver City.
Clancy His Own Victim
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
was a victim of his own opinion yes-
terday. When be presented himself
in hia home ward to vote he found he.
Up-to-Da- te
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AT TAUPEBT'S
to cover. Prices opened a shade off
to 4 up and then made a material
advance all around. The close was
nervous at YsVt to net advance.
Unfavorable seeding conditions put
firmness into oats. Besides, the mar-
ket was inclined to follow the bulge
in corn.
Provisions went' higher with hogs.
First sales were 25 cents to VA
up, and there was no sign of any im-
portant The closing quo-
tations were:
Corn, May 69y8; July 68.
Oats, May 39V8; July 39.
Pork, May $20.97; July $21.05.
Lard, May $10.55; July $10.75.
Ribs, May $11.17; July $11.37.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, April 8. Hogs, re--
celpts v.tiuu. iviaritet msuci.
$8.50S8.70; heavy $8.658.75; pack-
ers and butchers 58. 558. 70; lights
$S.458.65; pigs $7.508.
Market strong. Prime fed steers
$8.509.25; dressed beef steers $7.50
8.50; western steers $6.758.60;'
southern steers $6.257.85; cows
$4.507.75; heifers $6.7508. ii;
stockers and feeders $6.508.10;
bulls $5.256.75; calves $6.55010.
Sheep, receipts 8,000. Market stea-
dy. Lambs $6.507.90; yearlings
... r,r a K or.fff.e: Aft' ewes3, O'l,$56.25..
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vtis shown, by the fact that although
the train into which they and their
baggage had beeii crowded for 36
hours, arrived ' hours
' before " dawri,
they resolutely declined , to leave It
until George C. Carothers, special
agent of the department of state, ar-- .
rived, ' .:
A newspaper reporter was the first
visible evidence of the proximity of
the United States and of safety to
dawn on them, and to him they ap-
pealed to notify Carothers at once of
their arrival. . . y
"We are under American protec-
tion," they explained eagerly and the
reporter promptly notified the Amer-
ican representative, who at once de-
serted his d breakfast and
sped to their relief.
Carothers was unable to comfort
them with any assurances that they
would be restored to 'their homes, his
interviews with General Carranza yes-
terday having inet, 'with the flat state-
ment that expulsion of Spaniards from
Mexico was a' 'settled policy of the
of the rebel program Which, would be
.mnilififld nnlv' ' the cases 'frf Indivi- -
rtiilswhlsfrjj .upon. invesfgatjor
fey a coimMson,. ,be ..tuu.naj lnaocent
of having mixed In. politics.
"We hare; money enough" for' the
present" Joaquin' Fernandez, one of
the colony said. "Some of us will Re
turn, Jo Spain; many will go to the
City.. of, Mexico and others will visjjt
friends" and relatives in the United
States and Europe. For myself, I
will make a visit to my daughter in
Alabama and then return to El Paso."
"Did Villa notify you specifically
that Spanish property would be con-
fiscated?" he was asked.
"I don't know; certainly not sped
cally, but that sort of thing. Is pretty
well taken for granted in Mexico. I
can state that I have personal know
ledge, however,' that no one in this
party did anything inimical to the
rebel cause. We are not rebels nor
Huertistas either, just farmers and
business men. Mexico is our home
and ,wex cannot hut hope that some
day we will he' left, to dwell in peace
and security there.", ..
All sorts of vehicles, wagons, don
key carts; automobiles, sight-seein-g
cars, burros, wheelbarrows and toy
wagons were called',. Into service to
transport the refugees and their be
longings. Into these .' were piled
trunks, wash boilers stuffed with
bedding and clothes, clocks, a profane
parrot in a cage, kitchen utensils and
what' not, all shoeing .the haste with
which they were gotten together .at:
ter the order cof expulsion.
The goods were taken up town for
examination, while the immigration
officers, deeply
"
sympathetic, ' made
their examinations as quickly and Con
siderately as possible.
,' t has been said by some observers
that the hotel business is the princi
pal irdustry of El Paso, which, . if
true.'.-wa- fortunate in this case, 'fer
ine sudden Influx Of visitors found thf
city well able to provide for food and
shelter. " '';
Spaniards Are Homeless
':..j -
With .a .natural suspicion the, men
ok. generally declined- - t siiftwftf
questions about their trip and their
plans for, the future.: .Finally a. de-
mand for the "jefe" or leader of the
party hrought forth a venerable, beard-
ed ' man, ' with a 1 shawl - around his
shoulders', who consented to speak for
hi companions.,'." ' ;'.', "I ! " .
"The journey from Torreon," he
said, "while lacking in the most ordi-
nary conveniences, w.as not particular-
ly hard. Nobody died en route from
hardship or exposure, or any other
eaiiSeV ' ' ': " ''- - -
I'We left 3prreon day bef6e"'yes- -
1 terday. General Villa issued the order
expelling ug front Torreon', and the
foreign consuls brought the notice jto
us in the Banco de la Laguna building
and' other ' places where we wots.
None of us has taken the least part
in the war between the federals and
constitutionalista. We have been
strictly neutral and have attended to
our own affairs.
"Most of the people you see here
are either superintendents or em-
ployes in the cotton plantations of
the Laguna district There are a few
merchants among them. Aa a rule
they are from . northern Spain, from
the provincesjo4 Asturia and Safitan-de- r.
All are hard working men. As
most of us have been cultivating cot-
ton for years it might be best to go
somewhere and continue to raise that,
but everything, depends on circum
stances. The order for our expulsion
came only four days ago. Naturally
we have no definite plans for the fu
ture."
Week o:
$1,117.04 of 1910 'aii'ii'' prior taxes.
Grant county $1,509.-1- of 1913 taxes,
$363.39 of 1912 taxes; $260 of 1911
'taxes, $151.92 of Grant county taxes.
Colfax county, $4,239.48 of' 1913 taxes,
$790.66 of 1912 taxes; $101,88 Of 1911,
taxes arid, $531.81 of 19 W ah, I. prior
faxes. Rio Arriba $833.20 of 1913
taxes and $66.83 of 1912 taxes. Quay
$2,298.05 of 1913 taxes $29.40 of 1912
taxes; $57.73 of 1911 taxes and $144.18
of 1910 and prior taxes. Guadalupe
county $959.15 of 1913 taxes
'
and
$199.21 of 1921 taxes. Mora $952.90
of 1913 taxes, $156.90 of 1912 taxes;
$94.28 of 1911 and $47.41 of 1910 and
prior taxes. Luna $1,614.42 of 1913
taxes, $S5.SS of 1912 taxes; $1.12 of
1911 taxes and $184 of 1910 and prior
taxes. Sierra $755.71 of 1913 taxes
and $100 of 1910 and- - prior taxes.
Interested Visitors
Leon Collver, vice president, and
Lauriston Ward, advertising manager
of the Raymond and Whitcomb com
pany, both of Boston, were interested
visitors of the New Mexico Museum
and School of American Achaeology
this afternoon. They expressed great
eagerness to. visit the Cliff Dwellings
and will undoubtedly include them in
itnerary of some 'of their western ex
cursions as soon as the roads to the
cliff dwelling section are In perfect
condition.
Survey is Approved
Surveyor General John W. March
today approved the survey of Town
ship 24 S. 21 East, west of Carlsbad,
surveyed by Deputy United States
Surveyor B. A. Nymeyer.
frvoVl
Big Legal Battle
The Las Palomas land case continu
ed to occupy the attention of th;;fed-era- l
court today and it may take-.sever-
days more to complete the argu
ment The main.' point in issue at
the present seems to be the legal con-
struction of a contract' to sell stock
and argument of eminent counsel in-
cluding former Secretary of the In-
terior James R. Garfield revolves
about that point. The case has been
appealed eight times in various forms-i-
the courts of the republic of Mexicft
and has been fought in five different
jurisdiction, even the aid of diplomatic
channels being sought As 2,500,000
acres of land .in Mexico, stretching for
2pi miles along the southern boundar
ies of New Mexico and Arizona are
the stakes, the legal tattle Is one
worth while. ' 5'a;'
indictments Are Expected
The federal grand jury? so it is re
ported, voted several indictments to
day. Upon motion of 3. G.Osborn, J.
B. Athespn of Artesia was admitted
to practice ibefore the federal court'
Heska Woods was appointed interp
reter for the Navajos and Jose Ortiz
y Baca Spanish interpreter.
' The account of United States Com
missioner Ft T. Cheatham of .Taos for
the last quarter, amounting to" $95.10
was,' "approved."' '"; a',,i-"- ! "''-i- f
A demurrer to the amended" com-
.plain! of John Kelly vsV the . Victor
American.' Euel company, was sustain
ed and the plaintiff was given leave to
file a second amended complaint He
has sued the company for $20,000
damages for Injuries sustained
Assistant United States District At-
torney E. C. Wade spent the greater
part" of the day before the grand jury.
United States Attorney Summers Burk.
hart attended to the grand Jury work
yesterday afternoon. ...
Coventor William C. McDonald left
last evening for Denver to attend the
conference of governors. He was
by State Engineer James
A. French. Francis G. Tracy of Carls-
bad was in Santa Fe today on his
wa!y to Denver to attend the confer-
ence.
California labor unions have an ag-
gregate membership exceeding 120,000.
Dry Goods, Suits, Shoes, Hats, Coats
Dresses, Men's and Boys' Furnishings
April 4 to April 12
,3i
001 ROADS AN 11 SCHOOLS
Some statistics just issued by the
ivireaa of education are calculated to
open the eyes of those who fondly
imagine the United States has the
' jreatest school system in the world
and '3a educating the largest propor-
tion of the population. In round
numbers, these figure show that,
-- while there are 24,000,000 children of
school age In the country, only 17,--
600,000 are enrolled in the public
schools, or 73 'per cent, says the St.
Globe-Democra-t. Of those en-
rolled the average attendance is not
s'iven, but It varies from 80 per cent
an the highest district to 64 per cent
3n the lowest, po-ha- an average of
Ivy per cent This means that the
average attendance Is about 12,250,-00-
or only one-hal- f the number of
children of age to attend,
These figures are being quoted in
an effort to show the value of good
roads for school purposes, it being as-
sumed that this low attendance is due
to Inability to reach school imicii ,f
'the time in rural districts. This is.
"5ao doubt, a large factor, but it is
equally without doubt that the small
"enrollment is more largely due to
. children being taken out of the
schools during the grammar grade
period to help earn a living In the
large cities and Industrial centers1. In
the south, where poor roads and small
school attendance both exist to the
largest extent, the taking of children
from the ecdiools at an early age Is
increasing because of the rapidly in-
creasing employment of children In
cotton mills and other industries. It
Is deceptive to endeavor to saddle
!
upon bad roads the responsibility for
the fact that Jbalf the children in the
United State, of .school age are not
actually in school. ' J
Nevertheless, it is being demon
strated that roads do have a large
effect Ifipon , attendance "vat';7 ratal
schdola. This is shown by he fact
that the states with the best roads
feave the largest average attendance
as well as the largest percent of en-
rollment It is probable that the same
lack of enterprise which leads a com-tounit- y
to neglect its roads'is also re
fleeted la lack of appreciation of good
sthools and the necessity for regular
attendance, showing that the problem
is not simply one of roads. Yet in
those states where consolidated
school have become numerous, and
children are taken to the schools In
conveyances, the enrollment' and aver-
age attendance are both much in-
creased. Also, the schools are them-eelve- s
a great deal better, resembling
closely th? graded schools of towns.
Illiteracy is not a road problem, ex-fp-
in part, but good roads enter so
s iii'ii !nf the general problem of rural
Mues'io'ui!, Industrial, religious and
Exceptional SvirYgs on
Dependable Merchandise
Interesting Price Concession for Easter
Week on Suits, Coats and Dresses
$15.00
17.50
20.00
25.00
27.00
30.00
35.00
40.00
15 Per
thSee
Our
Dry Goods
Specials
Cent Off Ali
SToncor Cjality
'
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KNEW TRICK OF ADVERTISING
PERSONALS
In regard" 'tq the Newlands bill,
which has just been passed by con-
gress, Mr.' Reavis stated that the en-
tire stat'e'or California is strongly in
favor of the new.law. T.his bill pro-
vides for fund Qf 5,000,000 a year for
ST. GEORGE TOOK
THE FINAL
A DOLLAR.-- -- WHAT IS IT?
"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent it In a, minute, but I did not '
The dollar is my yesterday, I may spend It and start tomorrow bankrupt' I may pave It and tomor-
row no wprk at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service xt another who may do the
work, better than myself." A dollar Is really a part of a man's life and as he guards his health to take
'CWavOf the future, , so. should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past
We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per cent on Savings Accounts.
"
PEOPLES BANK ;.TIU75T CO;
nent organization hasbeen formed by '
GAiI
DEFEATED THE Y. M. C. A, IN
THE TELEGRAPHIC BOXBALL
; CONTEST '
After the Las Vegas mixed boxball
team had finished rolling last night
In the match with St George, Kah.,
the players were supremely confident
that they had won the match, but
they had reckoned without a most
extraordinary spurt that the Kan-sa- s
rollers took and instead of win-
ners found themselves losers.' The
Las Vegas ladies rolled a phenomenal
score, totalling 2,228. One of them
even passed the much coveted 200
mark, tacking of a 205 score. The
best average was rolled by Miss Mann
161 2-- 3 some average for one of
the, fair sex.
Hanson as though to put a final
touch on his great bowling during this
series averaged 254 3 for the three
games, and came within four of the
record score, with his 279 pins in the
last game.
St. George ladles beat Las Vegas
ladies 77 pins." The men beat us 282
pins. Their total jicdre beat our to-
tal '"'', 'score 359. '
After the regular "game last night
the first men's team bowled the first
ladies1 team and the ladies won by 48
pins,"' but' the men rolled d
Next Tuesday night there will be a
series rolled off on' this basis, the la-
dles right handed and the men left
handed.
the Michigan alumni to assist the Ann
Arbor SQuad in every way possible
during Its stay in the east This as-
sociation has been assured of hearty
by the Harvard football .
authorities and the various Cambridge
student bodies. It Is probable that
the Michigan players will spend sev
eral days previous to the game at
Trinity college, Hartford, preparing
for what Is generally considered a
tesrt; of the relative merits of tho.
eastern and western football play and
coaching.
In discussing the Princeton track
and field prospects for this season
Coach Keene Fitzpatrick said recent-
ly: "The new Intercollegiate ruling
regarding points for. fourth and fiftn
places puts a premium on even medi-
ocre talent. If a coach c'an success
fully develop a well Ibalaiiced team of
third string men, they can. compete
with a team composed chiefly of a
few stars. This method of rating
points should materially enhane
Princeton's prestige In track circles
for the coming season. Taking the
various events as unWs,. Princeton is
particularly strong this the
middle distances, the pole vault and
the high-- jump. The prints , the
quarter mile, the hammer throw and '.
the broad jump are, on the other
hand, rather weak In that few .candi-
dates are reporting for these vents at
present." '
The score: ,';First game Men, 3,310. v-- i
Hanson 258 227 279
LeNoir . .; ...202 244 218
Stewart ... .......242 185 193
DeMarais , 135 201 240
Kite . ..188 242 256
1025 1099 1186
First game Ladies, 2,228.
Parkin .....144 138 109
Hays 161 171 144
LeNoir 153 205 126
Mann .132 .177 176
Greenberger 119 ,144 129
,709 835 684
W, Wilkinson of Denver was a
In the city today.
Edi'lSpltz of Albuquerque arrived in
the city last night for a short busi-
ness visit.
E, A. Allen, a rancher at , Mora,
came in yesterday for a few days'
tusiness visit.
,Ted Ford, a commercial man of St.
Louis, Mo., was a business visitor in
Las Vegas today.
Mrs. Eva Jones will leave this even-
ing for Denver, where she will spend
several weeks visiting.
J. W. Ray, representative for the
Butler Brotherf company of St. Louis,
was; a visitor 'here today.
W. J, Grist, a well known resident
of Maxwell, came in last night for a
short business visit In this city.
W. C. Reid, a prominent attorney of
Roswell, came in last night for a
short business visit in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. James Livingston of
Cimarron arrived in Las Vegas last
night for a several days' visit with
relatives.
G. L. Nichol, connected with the
Santa Fe Railway company at Albu-
querque, came in last night for a shortj
Imsiness visit.
R. R. Archer, circulation manager
for the Albuquerque Morning Journal,
came in last night for a several days'
(business visit here. -
Mrs. George E. Morrison and two
children will leave this evening for
New York City for a several months'
yisrtt with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes of Kan-
sas City, Mo., arrived in Las Vegas
last nieht and will remain here for
several months as visitors.
C. E. Wadsworth, employed at the
Buhler barber shop, left last night for
Indiana, where he will visit relatives
fer the next several months.
E. U. Jacobs of Mount Dora, N. M.,
came in last night and will be a bust
11 ess visitor here for the next few
lays. Mr. Jacobs is a rancher.
' Mrs. Gus Lehmann, formerly a rest
dent of this city, came in last night
from her present home at Maxwell for
a several days' visit with friends.
Miss Lena Langston accompanied
.fi v iier illicit;. riuvu iiun,o vj.
left: this afternoon for Levy where
T, ... rln irlcft rdlnHvpa fnr n
, (lio inu win uv -- v.
short time.
Albert L. Kelly, brother of II. W.
Kelly of this city, left last night for
his home In Leavenworth, Kan., after
having visited his brother for the past
few, days. Mr. Kelly 19 a prominent
banker of Leavenworth.
Mrs. Roy Prentice and son will
leave, this evening for Trinidad, Colo.,
where they will join Mrs. C. D. Bou-
cher, and accompany her to Jackson-
ville, Fla: Mrs. Prentice will visit
Mrs. Boucher in Jacksonville for sev-
eral months.
IINEVjTO BE SPENT
WHERE IT ISUPAID
THIS IS THE POLICY ADVOCATED
BY CALIFORNIA RECLAMA-
TION EXPERT
According to Jdhn . Reavis, pe-
rioral representative of Governor
Hiram Johnson of California, who
passed through Laa Vegas this after-
noon on train No. ij on nls way to
Denver to attend the conference of
governors, the funds from the sale of
public lands in the past have not been
justly used; because of this good
lands He idle instead or being made
productive, as could be accomplished
if the money were expended rightly.
Mr. Reavia referred to the western
states, particularly California, Ari-
zona, Wyoming and New Mexico. He
stated that in these states public lands
are sold and then the money obtained'''
from these sales Is taken to other
states and used in the reclamation
service. Mr. Reavis stated that he
personally would fight for a clause
to ie added to the reclamation . act
"whereby the money obtained from the
sale! of public lands in a state should
be spent in that state and not taken
to other iparts Of the country and
used. , . i f
BANKRUPTCY HEARING
In the District Court of the United
States for the District of New Mex-
ico.
In the matter of Joseph J. Jarrell,
Bankrupt, No. 153 In Bankrupcty.
To the creditors of Joseph J. Jarrell,
of Las Vesras. In the County of San
, ...
BASEBALL NOTES '
4
Ira Thomas, captain of the Athle
tics, says Pitcher Eddie Plank Is al-
ready showing world's series form.
Rumor has it that the Western
league is figuring on puting a team
in Kansas City, the team to play on
the American association grounds
while the A.-A- . team Is on the road.
Manager Jennings ' announces that
Ty Cobb will be number 3 Instead of
number 4 in the Detroit batting order
this season. Ty did his best work as
number 3 man-- several years ago.
Ralph Capron, former University
of Minnesota star and later a Pitts-
burgh Pirate, has reported to Jack
Dunn's Baltimore Internationals, Dunn
also has signed up his own son, Jack
Dunn, Jr. :
f,TZulu Z1I?, not a Sandwich Islander,
but a Geoman, la trying out for the
outfield with the Kalamazoo South
Michigan league team. Zulu Zilz and
Kalamazoo. There's some poetry In
that combination.
It la said the Philadelphia Nation
als recently turned down an offer of
$6,000 cash for Outfielder Devore.
Josh must ibe improving, as the Phil-
adelphia, secured him last year from
Cincinnati at the waiver price.
WITH THE BOXERS
Jack Dillon and Pueblo Jim Flynn
will clash in a return engagement at
Indianapolis on May 30.
Joe Borrell of Philadelphia has
signed to box Bandsman Blake in
London the latter part of this month.
Bat Nelson must be in the pugilis-
tic discard for" fair. ; They don't even
introduce the Battler at the boxing
shows any longer.
After his bout , with Tommy Mur
phy in San Francisco this, month
Champion Willie Ritchie will return
to Milwaukee to prepare for the meetr
ing with Charley White.
The invasion of the east by the Uni-
versity of Michigan football team for
the lntersectlonal game with Harvard
at -- Cambridge on October 31 will be
marked by some unusual features in
the way of welcome and entertain-
ment Plans are already being con-
sidered by both the Harvard student
body and the University of Michigan
alumni living lm New England to make
the trip a memorable one. , A perma- -
, WhyV:: quality,
1 'Im v The
V 7 OKiiis,is..1. Seeshowing1tfceusi
have for
ten years, to be used on improvements
on the Colorado river and to establish
experimental farms along that stream.
Alsd, it provides for reforestation in
arid regions.
Mr. Reavig is pushing a big propo
sition, In California that asks for an
appropriation, by congress for, the de-
velopment of the .power in the .water
shed of .the Mojaye river, and the dis-
tribution of the water, upon the lands
of nelghlwrlng valleys. This would
be a big thing. for that part of Cali-
fornia and Jibe people of the vicinity
affected are? making a strong fight for
the issue. v
Oswald Wilson, editor of a Cali-
fornia newspaper, accompanied Mr.
Reavis through this city and will as-
sist in the movement for the develop-
ment of California land through t!he
medium of the conference of govern-
ors which is in session in Denver.
SOLEMN CEREMONIES AT
t CATBOLOHUBCflES
DAYS IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING
EASTER HAVE.fSELIGIOUS
SIGNIFICANCE
Following is the program for the re-
mainder of Holy weeic and the Easter
observance at the Church of Our Lady
of Sorrows On the West Bide,r,f which
Rev. Father Paul Gilberton is pastor.j
Lenten sermons delivered by the
eloquent missionary, Rev. John Maiz-teg-
will continue at 7 p. m.
Holy Thursday
At 9 a. m., solemn mass and holy
communion. At 7 p. m. office and
singing of tenebrae and lamentation.
Sermon.
Good Friday
At 9 a.m., office and adoration of
the cross. The singing of the Passion
of Our Lord.
, Aat Sp. m. the stations of the cross.
At 3 p. m. sermon on the seven last
words 'of Our Lord of the Cross.
At 7 p. m. sermon on the Mater
Dolorosa and tenebrae.
Holy Saturday
At 7 a. m. the great ana solemn of
fice of blessing of the fire and of the
holy water. .
,., Easter. Sunday
First mass at 6 a. m.
Second mass at 8 a. m.. At this
mass 80 children of the parish will
make .their, first, communionv At 10
a m. solemn high mass. Sermon in
Euglish by --the reverend missionary,
and in. Spanish by Rev. P. Plantard.
For the first time Jn Las Vegas a
solemn mass in C by the celebrated
French composer Gounod will be exe-
cuted by the well known mixed choir
of the parish .under the leadership of
the reverend pastor. At 3:30 p. m.
will take place the Impressive cere-
mony of the renewal of the baptismal
vows by the communion class, which
will be followed by the Imposition of
the scapular and the distribution of
the first communion diploma.
There will be services at the Church
of the Immaculate Conception, East
side, tomorrow night and Friday night,
as was announced earlier in the week.
Tomorrow morning the women of the
parish wijl make their Easter com-
munion. There will be mass of the
presanctifled at this church on Friday
morning. On Saturday morning there
will be mass and blessing of fire and
water. The first mass on faster' Sujj-da- y
will be said at 6:30 o'clock.
Rub the joints with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma-
tism. It penetrates the flesh to the
bone conveying its soothing and re-
storative influence to the spot where
the pain exists. Price 25c, 60c and
$1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
'
Drug Co. Adv. .' :
Since he joined the Cubs Bill Swee-- 1
ney, the former Boston Brave, has hit
well over the .303 mark in the prac
tice games. "V'v'i
The New York Giants will meet
Jack Dun's Orioles In Baltimore on
April 13, the 'day1 the Federals will
start their season In that city. ...
the double acting bald
.
1. 1
..LI
Book Publisher of the Year 1767
Would Have Had Little to Learn
From Hie Brother of Today.
The advertising of children's books
does not seem to have advanced In
Ingenuity since the time of old John
Newbery. Here U U Specimen of his
art, from the London . Morning Chron-
icle In December,., 176: "This day
was published 'Nurse" Troelpve's New
Year Gift, or the' Book of Books for
Children,' adorned with cuts, and de
signed as 8 present for every little
boy who would become a great man
and ride upon a fine horse, and to
every little girl who would become a
great woman and ' ride in a lord
mayor's gilt coach. Printed for the
author, who has ordered these books
to be given gratis to all little boys
and girls at the Bible and Sun In
St. Paul's churchyard, they paying for
the binding, which is only 2d each
book."
John Newbery, who so Ingeniously
advertised his children's story books,
used them in turn to advertise other
commodities in which he was Inter-
ested. One of his "side lines" was
the famous Dr. James', Powder, in
which Goldsmith placed such faith,
and allusions to that specific are plen-
tifully sprinkled through the pages of
the books. In "Goody Two-Shoes,- "
for Instance, the heroine's father dies
miserably because "seized with a
fever In a place where Dr. James'
Powder was not to be had."
WITH THE BREAK OF DAWN
Birth of a New Day as Seen and De
scribed by One Who Had the
. .
Vision of the Poet.
"s Aa wl'roceeded, the timid1 approach
of; twilight1 became more perceptible,
the intense blue of the sky began to
soften, the smaller stars,, like, little
children, went first to rest; the sister
beams of the Pleiades soon melted
together, but the bright constellations
of; the west and north remained un-
changed. Steadily the wondrous trans
figuration went on. Hands of angels
hidden from mortal eyes shifted the
scenery of the heavens; the glories
of night dissolved into the glories of
the dawn. The blue sky now turned
more softly gray; the great watch
stars shut up their holy eyes; the east
began to kindle. Faint streaks of
purple soon blushed along the sky;
the. celestial conclave was filled with
the inflowing tides of the morning
light, which came pouring down from
above in one great ocean of radiance,
till at length, as we reached the Blue
hills, a flash of purple fire blazed out
from above the horizon and turned the
dewy teardrops of flower and leaf into
rubies and diamonds. In a few sec-
onds the everlasting gates of the
morning were thrown wide open and
the lord of day, arrayed, in glories too
severe for the gaze of man, began his
state. Everett
The Falling Leaves.
There Is no more thrilling, solemn
sight in all the range of nature than
the falling of leaves. In the begin-
ning, a few at a time, they come drift-
ing, circling downward, utterly care-
less and unobtrusive, yet deeply pur-
poseful. With a sigh ihey seek the
warm, pungent earth which is to each
one of them the ultimate breast of
God. Then more and more of them
come. By and by the dim, shining
temple la full of the soft stir of their
passing frail shapes, crossing the mo- -
.tionless lines of the trees, floating
athwart the shadows, animating the
inner gloom. Their faint, sighing whis-
per voices the silence of the forest
more poignantly than the hymns of
the! hermit thrush. If the wind still
fqrgears, they fall slowly, freeing them-
selves of their own accord, knowing
the uttermost Joy ot
Multitudes fall together, however, go-
ing hand in hand to their Common end.
Multitudes, multitudes In the valley of
decision. They know what they want,
and they take it together, deeply satla- -
SeldUThe Atlantic m il
; I ; Wand That Puts to Sleep.
jThe story of the Sleeping Beauty,
particularly its eastern versions, has
been traced conjecturally, to hypnotic
practices. A wand or rod often ap-
pears in the eastern tales; placed un-
der the feet of the woman or man it
kills or sends to sleep (primitive folk
scarcely distinguish between sleep and
death), under the head it restores to
life or waking. Sometimes there are
two wands, silver and gold respective-
ly. In Scandinavian versions a sleep-thor- n
takes the place of the wand, in
Ireland this appears aa. a pin, and
jVery possibly the sleep of the hero-
ine of Grimm's "Briar Rose," when the
$pindle pricks her, is connected with
this. - In the Arabian story It la a
ring placed upon a finger that causes
slumber.
Origin of the Word Alcohol.
In the second century B. C the
Egyptians had aa eye salve contain-
ing antimony sulphide, ( which, in
Arabic, was called "kol." or with the
article "al kol." Originally the word
denoted any remedy for the eyes, and
specifically a liquid collyriuin,' made
from burnt incenBe and burnt almond
shells. , Later any fine powder was
called "al kol," and by extension, any
fine or subtle substance, whether in
powder form or not Since the fine-
ness and volatility of wine were called
Its "spirit," the latter was also
termed "al kol," or alcohol. This
of the word has persisted to
the present time, In the expression
"alcoholisatus," used for drugs in very
fine powder. The Pharmaceutical
Era.
Second Game: v
Men Ladies
Demarais ..104 Greenberger. ..132
Hanson 179 Gerard 131
LeNoir 129 Hays,,..., ..,.148
Stewart ...139 LeNoir 137
DeMarais ...104 Mann 175
Hite 132 Greenberger... 132
677 , 723
Miguel, and district aforesaid, a
bankrupt;
Notice Is hereby given that on the
27th day of March, A. D. 1914, the said
Joseph J. Jarrell was duly adjudicat-
ed bankrupt; and that the first meet-
ing of his creditors "will be held at
.the office of Chester A. Hunker Refe
ree In. Bankruptcy, at the county 'joert.
nou&e in L,ua vegas, san jmguei coun
ty, New Mexico, on the 18th day of
TODAY IN CONGRESS
I
-
Washington, April 8. Senate: Met
at noon.
Canal committee arranged plans for
public .hearings on the Panama tolls
exemption repeal, which begins to-
morrow.
Senator Bryan attempted to force
the woman suffrage amendment reso-
lution off the calendar on a point of
order, but Vice President Marshall
overruled It. , '
Senator Works continued hi3 speech
on the Panama tolls exemption repeal-- ,
analyzing treaty provisions.
! Agreed to take up the radium bill
on. Friday.
' House: Meint noon.
Miscellaneous bills on the calendar
were considered, :((.
J Lands commltee continued consid-
eration of the coal and oil leasing bill.
New Jersey delegation asked the
rivers and harbors committee to ap-
propriate for dredging Newark Bay.
Representative Murray of Oklahoma
epoke in defense of his vote on the
Panama tolls exemption.
' Johnny Evers, who takes Bill Swee-
ney's place at second base, will also
assume Bill's former duties as cap-
tain of the Boston Braves.
It looks as though Manager Bobbie
Robinson of the Brooklyn Superbas
has found a regular pitcher in Aitchl- -
son, the former Newark twirler.
WHEN TRAVEL WAS NO JOKE
Ptople of Today Would Shudder at
the Hardships Taken as a Mat-
ter of Course Years Ago.
Traveling in the thirties of the last
century, even in the more thickly set-
tled states of the Union and with, the
most advanced forms of transporta-
tion at the traveler's command, was yet
something to face with all the forti-
tude that could be drummed up. The
Philadelphia Record gives a glimpse
of what that traveling was like:
"On November 26, 1833, a car made
the first trip over the Portage rail-
road. This was the most remarkable
engineering undertaking of the times
The railroad was 36 miles long, ex-
tending across the Allegheny moun-
tains from Hollidaysburg to John-
stown. There were ten inclined planes,
Ave pa each side of the mountains.
Engines at the top of each plane pulled
up four cars at a time. The ascent on
the east side measured 1,398 feet.
Then there was' a tunnel of 87C feet
and a descent of 1,172 feet on the
western side. Passengers on canal
boats entered the cars at Hollidays
burg, embarking in other boats on the
westren side and thus continuing their
journey to Pittsburgh. Later boats
were built so that they could be taken
apart into three or four sections and
placed on a car for the trip over the
mountains."
T Eolk who quarrel over the lateness
of a train might feel better if they re-
minded themsjalyes of what a boon
their own belated transportation
would have ,been
'
tjo their
"
grandpar-
ents. , '".'
CLIPPING FILE WORTH MUCH
Man In Responsible Position Goes So
; Far at to Consider It Invaluable J!'In Hie Work. '
.Vil4e'iw who isn't' constantly
stiaSyuEg, the methods In his particu-
lar line seldom rises rlgh in , this
world"' says the chief .mechanic of a
division -- of a railroad entering New
York. "And above, all, the man who
tudles must have the faculty of stor-
ing away the Important facts for fu-
ture reference.
"I make It a point to read all the
Important periodicals published con-
cerning mechanics and seme that re-
late but remotely t my line ot work.
I don't pretend to memorize all that I
read, but I have a system that I have
followed for the last twenty years.
and I have found It to be Invaluable.
I maintain a private clipping file.
"My clipping file has saved me end- -
leas work and worry at various times
in the last twenty years. I make a
praiace, when reading periodicals, to
clip and file away, carefully Indexed,
anything that I consider might at some
time be of value to me. Th0' when 1
have use for it 1 know where to findit
"And another thing, I make reading
a business, and keep constantly at it"
Subsence for Tt9 optic.
April, A. I). 1914, at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon of said day, at which time,
the said creditors may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a trustee, exam
ine the bankrupt and transact such
other business as may properly come
before said meeting.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico1
this 8th day of ApriL A. D. 1914.
CHESTER A. HUNKER,
In Bankruptcy.
pay $3.00 or $9.00 for a good i
serviceable skirt when
Golden Bui
Store
such wonderful vualues?
St. George Men, 3,592; Ladies,
2.305.
.1I
With Waish, Schalk, Chappell and
a few lesser lights on the "hospital
list, it looks as though the White Sox
may be up against it at the getaway.
Manager Callahan was somWhat
disgruntled over the condition of Out-
fielder Ping Bodie, who reported to
the White Sox some 15 or 20 pounds
overweight.
CLAIMS DENVER PAPERS
ABE AFRAID TO SPEAK
KNIGHT8 'OF LUTHER SCRIBE,
BAjDLY BEATEN, SENDS
CO M PL A I NT H 6 M E
Des Moines, la., April 8. The Rer.
ot! Ij. SDureeo. wiH!i( be. escorted
from Denver tDei Moines by a com
mitte'e of the Knights of Luther, of
which he is sovereign scribe, accord-
ing to an announcement here. Spur- -
geon sent the following message to E.
A; Lingenfejter, an official In the
order:
'Reports do not half CQver the foul
play.' Face beaten beyond recognition.
Mark on peck by strap choking me.
Body bared and burned. Left in weeds
to die. Taken 14 miles into country
when job was finished. Took $10
from my pockets to pay chauffeur.
Took S100 from my room. Otis L.
Spurgeon."
B. F. Sargent, a Denver insurance
man, telegraphed local officials of the
Knlghte of Luther that the papers in
Denver "are muzzled and won't tell
the truth."
Who Is Sargent?
Denver, April 8. Reports from the
hospital today were to the effect that
the Rev. Otis L. Spurgeon, who was
kidnaped and beaten here Sunday
night, probably would be dismissed
from the Institution this week.
Officials of the Denver police de
partment stated there are no new Je
velopments in the case and all pos
sible clues to the apprehension ot the
abductors were unavailing. R. F. Sar
gent could not be located here today.
styles, storm serge
XT ,3 TO- ,.1 "Nlavy auu ijiiitit, we
... ...... A i J
f O (TUTRegular $5.00 rvalue French-an-
Storm Serge Skirts at; .'. '
Regular $6,50 values in Fine, Serges, Poplins, Cr-ies- , p
etc. in Black Blue, Tan, Grey and Mixed for V
For $SmQO we show. you' elegant values that are sc.? I
elsewhere at from $7.50 to $9.00.
Beauiiftil White Voile Dresses
.. t$3.co,$a.GO acd$7.e0
These are daintly embroideried,.fine lace, French neb i I ;
bon trimmed and are well worth from $9.00 to ?12.C0.
silk ao csEFE limn i? v.' i::r
Cut tfie Cost of Living!
A plate of hot biscuits or muffins, a
fresh, home-bake- d cake, a loaf of brown
or nut-brea-d, rescues any meal from the
commonplaceand more expensive things
are never missed. 1; f
With K C,
1 1
I powder, goou resuus are ciouoiy certain.
There's economy too, in the cost of K C.
?i:--::- v.
ft cri&cvctd?i unite--VEEDER
BLOCS63
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FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD M
102 Meets every Monday niiM Q
O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenM Q
8 o'clock. Waiting members are a
dla!ly welcome. J. C. Wertx, Pr
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C, ft
Bally, Treasurer.
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CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A. M. Regular com-
munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. I.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-'J- t
alar conclave r9l twee-la- yin each enth at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
corder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- -
vocation first Monday in
BA.cn montn at ni mmnir
Temple at 7: SO p. m. P.
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; T. o.
Blood, Secretary.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS I nnr.c tin
4. Meets every Monday evenina at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting
brethren cordially Invite to attend.
J. Friedenstlne. NT. Q A. t nnnm
G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary: Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee,
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting- - brothers
are cordially Invited. Got. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Euler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth, street on the- -
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan-
cier; Mrs.; A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth Thursday evening each
month at W. O. VI. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm, Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. Ml
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
day of the month in the vestry room
uf Temple Monteflore at S o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charta
Greenclay, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. IL Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; I. W
Montague, Local Deputy. Vlsitlni
members are especially welcooe and
cordially Invited.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Prank Angel, P. 8.
--RETAIL
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tie
day evenings each month at Woo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordiaV
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Dougla
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar
LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive Depart "
No, I.... ,7:20 n. m .. 7:45 a. m
No. 4. ...11:54 p. ra . .11;59 9. m
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m.... 2:30 a, st
No. 10.... 1:35 p. m.. ..2:00 .
West Bound
Arrive Depart
No. 1.... 1:10 p. m.... 1:35 v. m
No. .... 6:35 a. m.... 6:40 a. m
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m.... 4:30 f. lb
No. I. .. 6:35 p. m.... 7:00 f.
For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
--if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
It 's giving you
a present for do-
ing something
l you 'd do uny
'if way when you
learn how Much
EetferEMPRESS S
FLOUR rtalb is.
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON IT S
1 x GENUINEROGERSWM.&
SONS' t A A
STANDARD
SILVER
FRENCH- -
REY (STER-
LING) FINISH
EMPRESS
can be ob
tained in this city from
ALL GROCERS
PRICES
To
ic Officehe
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN S
For mal&
FOR SALE Household goods. Mrs,
J. W. Burks, 1009 Sixth street.
FOR SALE Team of mules. Inquire
H. W. Gehring.
100 BUFF ROCK toaby chicks, $12.00.
Money must accompany order. Will
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E.
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
FOR SALE 1,200 pound horse, per
fectly sound and true; works any
where. George A. Fleming, Main 40.
For Rssnt
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping; modern ex
cept heat; no sick. T. J. Carvill
810 Lincoln. '
FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
ern home, also single room. Can
not rent to consumptives. 1034
Eighth street.
FOR RENT Two room house and
four room "house, furnished. Phone
Main 351.
FOR RENT Rooms and houses, fine
scenery, sparkling water, good fish
ing, and hunting; ideal for health
and pleasure seekers. S. L. Barker,
Beulah, New Mexico.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms for light
housekeeping, modern. 814 Nation
aL Phone Olive 5501.
Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that
has a stimulating effect on the stom
ach, liver and bowels! ia Foley Cathar
tic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
action, they keep you regular with no
griping and no unpleasant after ef
fects. They remove that gassy dis
tended feeling eo uncomfortable to
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
MISSIONARIES AT FORT WORTH
Fort Worth, Tex., April 8. Mission
aries from many civilized and uncivil
ized countries came to Fort Worth to-
day to attend the annual conference
of the Women's . Missionary Council
of the Methodist church, South. Ef
forts to spread Christianity will be
related by prominent clergymen In
the missionary field. Workers from
China, India, Africa' and Turkey will
be among the speakers at the ses
sions which will continue for ten
days. ,
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will' surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering
through the mucous surfaces. Snch
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable phy
sicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold to the good you can pos
sibly derive from them. , Hall's Ca-
tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J--
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and Is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system.
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken In-
ternally and made In Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
free.
Sold by Druggists. Trice 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Fills for con
Reegy I was weading an aw ae
count of a woman being hooked to
death by a beastly cow, doncher know.
Weally, I cawn't Imagine a mora how
wible affair, can you?
Peggy No, Reggv, unless It i be-
ing bored to death by a calf.
WHAT HE THOUGHT
I TT"
Silas Corntossle (of the cross-road- s
village) Ther parson said in hli
sermon yesterday thet all flesh ia
grass.
Hiram Hayrick Wa'al, I think he s
got a nerve ter call us all hayseed
to our faces.
LOGICAL
, urn nmtwm
Doyle Pfwat's th' rayson O'Toole
do be afther h&vin' a tin weddln', 01
wonder?
Boyle-7-Faith- an' It's because he's
been married to his old woman tin
years, Oi'm thinkin'.
AT THE WOMAN'S CLUB
tI y LMjrVv
Mrs. Jackson Mrs. De Smeai
'doean't believe in tight lacing.'
Mre. Jackson I know. Why, she
even insists upon wearing buttot
shoes.
WELL TRAINED
V
ill Be
one Quickly
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lightly..;,,...
2,000 lbs, or More, Each Del very .w......e Pf 1M
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Dellvsry .....25o per 1tf la
200 Ibe to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
...:... Pf I60 lbs., to 209 lb., Each Delivery . ....... -- 49e Pr
Less than 59 Ibe, Each Delivery .M.M.M.MMlto per 1tJ M
AGUA PUB A COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors ej Nataral lee, the Purllji d
Lasting Qualltl.ee ef Which nave Made Lsi Tegaa Famous.
OFFICE 791 DOUGLAS AVENUE
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market FindersPK 20NE MAIN ; 2,
Classirief exU. teareh eai the feet le le waeav-4une- aa CS W
those who MIGHT BTT the araiali tsina rt3i mm
That property ? ma e cell 1$ WC2tf3 K3 t afJI3 '
' whe' reads lie ads. ta vm Kevspapereat weiKJ sevei g
your property ealeM It w rertlae Jera.
Other, wfte read sad Kaaffsr tZ. la thie iiwmta wssl f&3
are anxloss te 17 Mh (or) ftooks, aateatehUee, xsea m&!a3
and turalture, artlelee el cmelaeaa ef amy eert, m xuie&i m
trameato.
As the elaaamct aA ?e mi kf all toyeaa, tS aa
lMe w&a ef thlass, they tare eeate. Ii ee fj3n f the kt x
kets.
' De Quiz How are the mosquitoes ii
your neighborhood, Old Man?
Do Whiz In ep2nlfd condition
thank you.
"""N f """ f. f "" " S f -
s w' W W W y kj Vi stipation. Adv.
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DOG SHOW IN MINNEAPOLIS
Minneapolis, ; Minn., April 8. TheNELL GWYNNE'S OLD
HOUSE
SURPLUSCAPITAL PAID INMAKING OF A IM
100,000.00 - (jS$j
ri-- V
J. M. Cunningham, Preside it
Frank Springer, t.
INTEREST
'.... ID. T. Hosklns, Cashier. '
"
- E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
LAS VEGAS
PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
up to this', time, given the world one
single 'idea to. benefit it?,' Are you
helping, in science; business, morality,
or charity?" ' -
' Why. I am doing as other younsmen
with money do," protested Mr. Bam-
ford.
"As some other young men with
money do," corrected the girl. "If it
wasn't for those who have common
sense and business ability with their
wealth this country would be a laugh-
ing stock of the rest of the world.
Don't demean by talking of love at
first sight"
. Fred Bamford went away in a huff
and also astounded. He had flattered
himself that lae stood at the head and
was a leader. No one had ever found
a flaw nor made a criticism. His ego
had been encouraged until he com-
pared himself with men who had done
things.
For the first time In his life Fred re-
fused his mother's condolences. He
wanted to do some thinking, and when
be had done so he was honest enough
to say to himself:
"She rubbed it in like blazes, but
she was honest about It. Maybe I have
been and am making a fool of myself."
The change that began in him held
cat hopes, though it worried his moth-
er. Because he wasn't fined for fast
driving during the next fortnight be
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK'
STGOii
with the San Miguel NationsBank
-
Interest PeJd On Deposits
CAPITAL
Office
WM. G. HAYDON.
B. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKIN8
much desired by ladies. Price 60c. to
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
BATTLE CELEBRATION
Mansfield,, La., April 8. The fif
tieth, anniversary of the battle of
Mansfield, in which the federals were
defeated by the confederate troops of
Louisiana and Texas, was celebrated
today with appropriate exercises on
the battlefield. The Sons and Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy conducted the
celebration. The Mansfield Battle
Park association has been organized
50,000.e
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CHEMISTS MEET IN CINCINNATI
Cincinnati, April 8. The foremost
leaders of the chemical profession it
America, together with, several emi-
nent chemists from Europe, gathered
in this city today for the annual meet-
ing of the American Chemical socie-
ty. The' sessions will continue three
days, during which- time there will
be numerous papers and addresses,
dealing with the Tatest discoveries-an-
the recent progress in chenwc
al science.
ted at the
.
500
500
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largest' and most notable exhibition
pedigreed' dogs ever ijeUl in tho
northwest opened in this city today
unJer t!ie auspices of the Minneapolis
Krriuel club. A a effer of 52,503 in
cash, prizes has attracted the blue
ribbon winners from the recent shows
In the east and in Canada. All of the
popular oreeds are well represented.
Judging was commenced soon after
the opening today and will be con
tinued until the show closes' Saturday
night. '
When run down with kidney trouble,
backache, rheumatism or bladder
weakness, turn quickly for help to
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take
them into your system without hav
ing good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him- -
rod, N. Y., says:, "Foley Kidney Pills
have done me more good than $150.00
worth of medicine;" They give good
results. O. G. Sohaef er and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv..':
HEARING ON EXPRESS RATES
Columbia, S. C, April 8 The state
railroad commission today held a pub-
lic hearing on the advisability of
putting Into effect In South Carolina
the interstate zone rates on express
recently) promulgated by the Inter-
state commerce commtfsslon. Argu
ments for and against the proposed
rates were presented by representa-
tives of the commercial organizations
of various South Carolina cities and
towns and by officials of the express
companies doing business in this
state.
Foley Kidney Pills Successful for'
To have a fine) healthy complexion
the liver must bo active, the bow-
els regular and the blood pure. All
this is brought about by using HER-BIN-
It thoroughly scours the liv
er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
in ' fine condition and restores that
clear, pink and white complexion so
8
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Make a
BEST
$4.00
GOOD
LOPES,
$3.50
f 1
iu.
HEAT ATTRACTIVE P1TI
'
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GOOD QUALITY SBMIOY
Famous Residence in Pall Mall, Lon
don, Is Being Torn Down Prince
Regent Lived There.
Londdn. House breakers are at
work on the last remains of a house
in Pall Mall place which once was
the residence of Nell Gwynne, and
was the home of the Priuce Regent
Just a century ago while his magnifi
cent palace, Carlton house, was being
built on the other side of the way.
The original frontage in Pall Mai)
was rebuilt many years ago and is
now again being pulled down, but the
gallery, the entrance of which is a
court, is one of the original reception
rooms of the house.
For many years past the building
has been used for a picture gallery,
It
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Nell Qwynne't House.
The Nell Gwynne room, with its mag
nificent ceiliDg, remained perfectly
preserved until the house breakers
took possession.
The house in Pall Mall chiefly asso
ciated with King Charles' favorite is
No. 79, since rebuilt and now' occupied
by an insurance company. It was here
that the diarist Evelyn "saw and
heard a very familiar discourse be
tween the king and Mrs. Nellie," as
they called an impudent comedian,
she looking out of her garden on a
terrace at the top of the wall and the
king "standing on the green beneath
it."
While he was waiting for the com
pletion of Carlton house the Prince
Regent lived in Nell Gwynne's old
house in Pall Mall place and he used
to watch the extravagant magnificence
of hia splendid place rising over the
way. It was pulled down in 1827 and
the eight Ionic columns facing Pall
Mall were used in the facade of the
present National, gallery and are
familiar objects of that frontage.
IS RELIC OF THE "ICE AGE"
National Museum Curator Reports on
Petrified Remains Found in
West Virginia.
Marlinton, W. Va. A report has
been made by J. W. Gidley, assistant
curator of the National museum.
Washington, on the petrified remains
found in blasting the big limestone
cliff at the boundary of the town of
Renick, this county, by the Renick
Stone company. He says: "The
speciments are remains of a pig-lik- e
animal known as phatygonuB. This
animal is related to the peccary now
living in Central and South Africa,
but was much larger than the present
species. They were very abundant in
the eastern and central United State
during the pleistocene or Ice age.' "
A skull found among the foeells was
In an especially fine state of preserva-
tion and looks not unlike the skull of
a horse, though much smaller, with
immense tasks. Mr. QWley aaya the
skull Is of eepeelal interest as it prob-
ably represents an oBdeecribed
specie and because it ..pplesaenU
another recent discovery of tomewbat
similar character sear Cw& y-- 4,
Md. Arraaeemeata were made wtth
the stone company to protect the de
posit until an experienced collector
can be detailed to visit toe place
Mr. Gidley expects to visit Renick
soon to make a tuorofle- - Investiga
tion.
TO HELP GERMAN BARMAIDS
"Dogs In Berlin Treated Better Than
We Are," One Writes, Telling
Her Experience.
.Berlin Appalling conditions o
!hbuse, want, misery and immorality
have been uncovered among Berlin's
"barmaids." The editor of a local
paper is conducting a crusade to help
them. The lot of those In the cheap-
er beer saloons is the hardest Wages
are small, hours long, and the bar-
maid" Ts largely dependent upon tips,
which In turn depend upon her come
liness and her lack of resentment at
the coarse Jokes and indignities wbict
she must suffer from customer.
If the barmaid complains of treat-
ment of the guests, she is discharged
on the ground that she drives away
trade. It is but a step from the posf
tion of barmaid to the "easiest way"
and in many instances the proprie-
tors of the cheaper beer saloons are
practically white slavers.
One barmaid, writing of her ex
perience, Insisted that "dogs are bet
ter treated in Berlin than we are."
Signs Name 4,000 Times.
St. Louis. Edward B. Pryor, re-
ceiver for the Wabash railroad, must
sign his name in full 4,000 times te
receiver' certificate.
By Z. A. CLAY.
Young Fred Bauiford had a rich
mother.
She became a widow when he waa
ten years old.
As an only child, he was made a pet
of, the same as poodle dog.
Freddie was given his way about
everything, Indulged In every "whim,
and was taught to believe that money
made up for every deficiency in hu-
man nature.
He had tutors and slapped their
faces and they left.
He was sent to a boys' schools and
ran away and came back to his tear-
ful mother: '
He was coaxed and bribed to go to
college. After six weeks he found the
lesson too hard, and by advice of a
fashionable doctors, who charged $200
for the advice, his poor brain was re-
lieved of overwork.
At eighteen Freddie was a member
of four clubs. He could play whist,
and bridge, and golf, and polo,-- and
other games. He could swear. He
could smoke 40 cigarettes a day, each
one with his monogram on. As to his
education. Captain Iiriggs, who was a
member of one of the clubs, had a
light curiosity, and he turned to
htm one day and asked:
"Freddie, which is It that revolves
around the earth the sun or the.
moon?'
"What's the catch, captain?" was
sked In reply.
"There Is no catch."
"Well, I never heard the question
asked before, and must answer that
I am not posted."
The captain did not have a con-
tempt for him. He realized that any
deficiency was not the young man's
fault Later on, Fred himself asked
his mother the question, and her reply
was: .
"What do you want such a silly
thing to worry you for? You have
money and position, and you needn't
care what revolves around the earth.
I don't thank Captain Briggs for his
ofQclousness."
At twenty-on- e Freddie Bamford was
fast. He had four or five autos. He
bad bachelor quarters. He gave wine
uppers. He sent orchids to chorus
girls. He bet on the races. He was
a patron of gambling houses. He was
arrested for fast driving. He lost ten
thousand dollars at Monte Carlo. A
dozen different mammas said he
would make a good husband. Their
daughters had no criticisms to make.
Captain Briggs had never again asked
him a question in astronomy. Then
came a question from his mother:
"Freddie, dear," she said, "are you
thinking of marriage?"
"No, mother."
','But you should be. In a year or
- two more' you should set up a- house
of your own. You are considered a
most eiligible parti. Most any young
lady would feel herself highly honored
bf a proposal from you,"
"Yes, mother."
"Did you know that your Aunt Has-
kell had removed here from Chicago?"
"Never kept any track of the old
lady."
"She has come here to reside. Do
you know how much money she has?"
"Haven't a look-in.- "
''Thirty million dollars!"
"But don't ask me to marry It"
"I'm not going to. ' A year ago she
Adopted Kstelle Holbrook, as hand-aoni-
a girl as you ever saw."
"She'd have to be a clipper to beat
some of them in the chorus."
"She's nineteen years old and bound
to be a society favorite at once. Aunt
Haskell has let It be known that she
will leave Entelle all her great for
tune."
"By George!"
"I thought you'd see If -
"Thirty million on top of what 1
'fcave whew!"
"Go and call tier this afternoon.
1 vu at the noose yesterday and told
feem to expect you soon. Don't let
eome one bear the prize away from
When Fred Bamford had made his
call and departed Aunt Haskell asked
the girl what she thought of him.
"He'd have to be made over to volt
me," was the reply.
When the mother asked Fred what
fee thought of the girl he replied:
"She's a daisy. I Shall win her In a
month." '
In the course of a fortnight he re
seated his call, and it was then that
lie got a few unexpected Jolts and Jars.
With the greatest confidence and con- -
celt he began to approach the subject
at first sight, but was brought up
with:
'
"We will take another subject,
please." ..
"But I have fallen In love."
"Then fall out again! You are an
otter stranger to me, and such talk
U Insulting."
Fred Bamford really thought he was
In love. At his third call he reiterated
his sentiment, and Miss Estelle said:
"It is gigantic egotism on your part
to think that you even interest me!"
"But but I don't understand."
"Who are you, sir? The son of a
rich mother. You have been mixed
up with scandal after scandal. You
feave thrown away thousands and
thousands of dollars, while you have
not yet earned one. Your standard
of womankind is got from the chorus.
You have almost ruined yourself
physically by the fast pace."
She waited for him to protest, but
he was too surprised, and she contin-
ued:
"Have you any dignity? Any ambi-
tion? Have you the respect of the
solid men of vour )ubs? Have vqo,
Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting
good impression with good envelop esprin
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,
place markers and monuments to
commemorate the chief events of the
battle.
A valuable dressing' for flesh
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, is BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT; it is both healing and
antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co,
Adv. ,
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IN LAS VEGAS
cause the newspapers didn't state that
he had been thrown out of some res-
taurant because no one whispered to
her that a certain chorus girl was to
sue him for breach of promise, she
wanted an eminent physician sum-
moned to feel his head and sound his
lungs and toy with his heart.
"Do you know that you have
changed terribly in the last few
days?" she exclaimed when he refused
to be pawed over by a doctor.
"I hope It will keep up!" was the
answer he made.
Queerly enough, Fred Bamford
found himself actually in love with
the only girl that had dared to criti-
cise him to his face. Day by day, as
he thought things over, there was a
change that more than bis anxious
mother saw and spoke about At the
club, when some one asked Captain
Briggs what he thought ailed the boy,
he replied:
"Nothing that will carry him to the
grave. He's doing a think by himself,
and I hope nobody will disturb him."
"Fred's mother worried over the
case until it drove her to say to Aunt
Haskell:
"Something inclines me to believe
that Fred must have proposed for
hand and been rejected."
"Something inclines me to think the
same thing!" was the reply.
"But the idea of her rejecting him!
Fred called at intervals, but he was
no longer the Fred of the first call. He
did not talk of love, but sought to
find out the girl's standard.
"I am enough to be-
lieve that men, young and old, should
respect morality," she said.' A spend
thrift Is worse than a fool. A man
who is not respected by other men
will not be respected by women.
When a young man Is lucky enough
to discover that he has more money
than brains he should make an effort
to equalize things. Brains and money
are given a man that he should take
a high place among men. That is all,
Mr. Bamford. Must you go? Well,
good afternoon!"
Can the leopard change his spots?
He can't but now and then humaD
character can change Itself all over, ii
the Incentive is strong enough, and
there is no incentive as strong as love
After a long, long time Captain Briggs
sat in his club and said to a friend:
"Ever see such a change as there
has been in young Bamford?"
"Seems to have been made all over
again," waa the reply.
"Wonder what did it?"
"He fell in love with a girl who baa
notion."
"But not here In the city?"
"For a miracle yes."
"And and "
"Oh, the news of the engagement U
out He's tnveeting his money in Busi
ness, and will be among the big ones
some day.
(CoOTrtalrt, lKi, by ths McCiur Nw- -jmpr Bynau:ai.)
Why He Dislike, the Cow.
ftankly. 1 do not like the cow, and
have never taken the trouble to make
her acquaintance. 1 do not like her
unremitting regularity jucu as be
ing milked twice a day ana navuag ner
feed bills paid. I couia noi oe paueni
under her glaring Irregularities, such
as breaking out of the pasture and
meandering off Into the next town
ship, and it seems to ma that if I had
to go after her I should take along a
ehotgun. The cow has never appealed
to me. either as a business proposi
tion or a character; I am afraid of her
husband, and her children interest me
chiefly as veal.
This is Just a statement of my own
feelings in the matter, of course, and 1
seek no quarrel with the thousands ot
able men who can love and manage
her.' At one time I liked horses no
better. But in the country a horse
quickly becanje a necessity, and thus
I formed an Intimate acquaintance
with one, aud got to see the interest
ing traits of others, so that today 1
maintain friendships with many
horses, both in the country and in
town. Yet I should not like to pay the
winter board bills. Country Gentle
man.
Popular Fad.
"Well, this will be your son's last
year at college ana football."
"Yes,"
"Of course you're glad. He'll soon
settle down to something practical
and useful."
"I'm afraid not."
"Eh?"
"No. He expects to be a sociolog
1
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ments responded to the alarms and
worked hard to subdue the flames.
Doubtless they saved much other
LOCAL NEWS SETTLE
property. The heavy roads made theDon't Forgot run a-- hard one for both departments,Light , automobile' lamps at 6:56
o'clock this evening.
and by the time the fire was reached
the firo teams were practically walk
Tfio Caller
Question ing.Easter boxes of Liggett's candy atMurphey's Drug Store. Adv. Insurance covered the larger partf " ,flr?V of the damage. Tne material on the
interior of the shop was covered byNOVDo not forget to buy an apron atthe Ladies' guild sale. Adv. $220, while the hso was insured for$30,4' lour Fresh Liggett's candy for Easter at L. Shupp Barely Escapes InjuryWhat might have resulted in a seMurphey's Drug Stor&r Adv. BY BUYING
Csitcr Butter rious accident happened at the E. Romero station this morning whenOld Taylor whisaej and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Louis Shupp attempted to board the
fire wagon as it was leaving the fire
station. Shupp caught one of the fireLiquid Gmld iSuttcr
is the very best thxt mod-c- m
milling knows how to
msxke
Old newspapers, about 90 to bundle,
LIVEEY eoid REPAIRING
J
We also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMO
BILE TIKES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-
SORIES IN THE CITY
ALL REPAIR WORK
GUARANTEED
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK '
LAS VEGAS MOTORJCAR CO.
FORMERLY
LAS'VEOAS FORD SALES COMPANY
ladders and as the heavy wagon turndelivered-free- , pay messenger upon eu uown image street. Shupp wasdelivery. ABSOLUTELY THE BEST swung high in the air and Ibarelv
missed being caught in the wheels. HeBUTTER on the MARKETFresh for Easter, Liggett's finally managed to get a firm holdlates, at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv. TODAY however; but he got a scare.
There will be a regular meeting of
the city council this evening at the JOHN II, YOI EMS! OBSERVE- icity hall.Stearns Store .Only UAIDY THURSDAYIjost Jlosary at: Sfurpliey's corner Grocer 8 Baker' t Hinder return to The Optic and
received reward.-Ad- v,
SCOTTISH RITE WILL EXTINGUISH
i mch' Golden Wedainl Rye. areJ THE SEVEN SYMBOLIC
. LIGHTSFresh for Easter.'Liggett's candy.' atIn wood. Direct from th distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of cburie. Adv,
... Tomorrow :aj6enlng:.the MasonicL'Al'AJO DLAI3EI) v Jr ... ... V1-"The eounty eoihmisriidners wpo- - )i4Nothing mors,acceotable tlian aim Temple will occuraheVJfaundy Thurs- - HOT WEATHER NECESSITIESsession today at the cburtv'house forof Liggett's chocolateor your Easfceij flay ceremony of the Scottish Rite,
consisting of tbef extinguishing thethe transaction of foiitjine-
- btlSiness."ouenng. At Miurpne's-Dru- Store. ill" ill f 'IfiirrT mmm n mAdv. . ... .... . i seven symbolic fMghts and the eating
- tU FrtenahiTV-' tawffMH-- .ef the.-- , MvsHo ttaiMHo rnHmU'.l -Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge As- - j We
, have, arranged , -- fre aony.JwiU begin" at 7:301 b'$m anddistrict1 'Safeda'-'aiicrerdin- g to an anjof ' charge, regular sized, .bundles o: invitation s . t h ' Site Ma
nouncemertt' this "morning.old newspapers at. 1(9 cents each. Pay sons of this city and their wives have
been. Jssued. (;& "messenger upon delivery.
The city was a fog," disagreeable v. This eeremony is tone of the most
place generally today, due to the storm
With the approach of
Ihe hot season allow us
to ask you
How About a
Refrigerator?
Are you going-- to buy
one? And if so are you
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll ?
prices.
'
..
.
- a
These blankets are Genuine. Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate 3
can be purchased for home use or gifts."
impressive of the rite. It is by farThe Ladies' guild will have-cak- es;
cookies, bread, doughnuts, salads ba mat continued, practically all day, tne .inost important feast day in the
and delivery wagons were delayedked beans and colored eggs for sale
Saturday afternoon. Wheeler Build
system of Masonry known aa the
Scottish; Rite.: - The word
"Maundy"considerably. The storm extends fromthe northern part of the state to Aling, Douglas avanue. Adv. signifies mandatory or obligatory, and
buquerque. The temperature was be as in the ancient Jewish Passover,low freezing the larger part of todayThe Ladies' guild, of ,St. Paul's Me the ceremony of extinguishing the
Seven Symbolic Lights and particiDat- -mortal church, will have an Easter
According to Volunteer' Weathersale Saturday afternoon, beginning at ing in the Mystic Banquet of Paschal
2 o'clock. The sale will be in the Observer .O. L. Hargrove at the' New
Mexico ' Normal ' University, "the
Lamb and Unleavened Bread, is man-
datory on all Scottish Rite Masonsroom west of the Electric Light and
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
interested in getting the best for the least money. OUR LINE
IS NOW COMPLETE. You will do well to examine them first.
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
amount of moisture which had fallenPower company office, Wheeler Build who have attained the eighteenth
up to noon today was .20 inch. Thelug, Douglas avenue Adv. ,
snowfall has amounted to about four Wherever two nr m'nro Trn)o.t,fo r.e
inches. The maximum temperatureOn account of the Lenten . season.
yesterday was 6a degrees and the miniMajor Ludwig W. Ilfeld has decided
the Rosefcroix happen to tie on
Maundy Thursday they are obliged to
partake of the Paschal lamb and unmum recorded last night was' 23 deto postpone until next week the af
grees. The thermometer did not ro leavened bread or the nearest avail-- ifair that was to have been given thisFlour For Y above freezing all ' day, and a heavyevening in honor of the firemen of able substitute, in observance of thisfog htng over the city. The snowthe E. Romero Hose and Fire com important feast day. If a Knight of
the Rose Croix is alone on this davhas been general over the northernpany and of tie East Las Vegas fire
part of the state, while ram fell southdepartment. he is required to commune with his
brethren in spirit. The ceremony ofof here.' Mora reports a big rain and
snow storm. Snow is predicted forRev. E. C. Anderson will address the relighting the Seven Symbolic candles
takes place on Easter Sunday.tonight.Woman's Home Missionary society to
morrow afternoon at its regular meet
our Easter
r Bajking
should by all means be taken
lrora a sack or barrel of our
famous Pure Quill brand. No
other flour can compare with
it in producing toothsome
rolls, or biscuit, light bread,
delicious cakes and pastry.
Those who know it will have
no other flour. Order a sack
for trial and you'll bake Bet-
ter than
'every before.
RUTLEDGE 13 PROMOTEDing, which will be held at La Casa de
J. A. Rutledge, for a number of "ANIMATED WEEKLY"Ramona. Mr. Anderson's subject will
years located in thinbe "A New America for New Ameri
ployed by thavsanta Fe Railway comcans." The lecture will be illustrated TO OPERATE HEREby 70 colored elides. A social hour pany as gang foreman, and for the
past year gang foreman for the Rockwill follow the lecture ai the close of
Island division at Haileyville, Okla.,which the regular quarterly tea will
be served. Thei ladies of the Metho
WILL TAKE PICTURES OF INTERhas accepted a position with the De ESTING EVENTS IN ANDtroit, Toledo and Ironton Railwaydist congregation and the ladies from
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non-Ski- n or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-
ed for the auto.
ALL WOiK DONE AT Oil SIP
GUARANTEED FC3 ITS PEF.FECTKESS
Tho Las Vens Automobilo
and Machinb"Shop
company at Springfield, O. Formerthe sister congregations are cordiallyofe Las Vegas Roller Mills invited to attend. The lecture will be General Superintendent of the West-
ern Lines of the Santa Fe J. M. Kurn,
is now president of To
gin at 2:30 o'clock.
ledo and Ironton railway.Word was received here yesterday
of the death of Edward Leahy, a
ABOUT LAS VEGAS
Las Vegas is to have some more
good advertising through the motion
pictures. As is well known the Pa-th-e
film which was shown here some
time ago will be a tremendous adver-tiseref-
Las Vegas.
; Secretary LeNoir of of the Y. M. C.
A., who has been in correspondence
with three other motion picture week-
lies, has succeeded in interesting the
A BOOSTING MAGAZINPbrother of Judge David J. Leahy. of
Tnj the big Easter edition of the"caAt tfce Bo of lie M ofEyerylMog EalaM this cjy. 'Death occurred yesterday InWatertown, S. D., the home of Mr. tholic Register, a live publication
sued weekly at Denver, Colo., there
appears a two column article concern
Leahy. Judge Leahy, who i holding
court In Santa Rosa, was unable to
ing Las Vegas. Three pictures ofgo to Watertown to attend his broth
scenes in and about, Las Vegas alsoer's funeral, tot Jerry Leahy of Raton.Fresh Vegetables Arriving Daily annear In the mncn-zin- ' ' v -another brother, left for South Dakota-
lasi. evening., air. jueany w.as about 38
or Has beeif tleyoted to Coloradol "$(evyears of age.. He: ia survived by a
wife and four, children and by three Mexico, iWyomlng- and ' Texas and
tion for Old Town, which, will take
office as i.Kr result ' of yesterday's
eectlon, is as follows
Eugenia Romero, mayor.
Apolonio Sena, "cterki-.tV- ' yl: ;
Juan Kavanaugh, aldermaiC Elrst
ward, . j,
William B. Stapp, anierman, Second
ward. i
Felipe Lopez, alderman. Third ward.
amacio MaesTtrirman, "Fourtf
ward. "' ; '
stories similar to that concerning Lasbrothers and three sisters. Mr. Leahy
Vegas describe all the important cenhad never visited .Jn Las, Vegas. HeTHE GRAAF & IIAYVACD CO. ters in those states. The edition isSTOI had been ill about one year.
a large one, and the circulation of
tion opens here tonight and will con-
tinue until April 28. Not only is Urn
east represented toy many devotees
of the game, but from the west ami
the soutn many entries have been re-
ceived. Entries In the five-ma- n team,
twman team and individual compe-tio- ns
exceed the figures of former
yearsu Among the cities represented
are New; York, Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Richmond, Albany, Rochester,
Buffalo, .' XJtica; Syracuse, Montreal,
Toronto, Pittsburgh Indianapolis, To-
ledo,; Cleveland, Washington, Reading,
Erie,! Wheeling, Pater.son and Hobo-ke- n.
The far west is represented lit
the tournament by a star team of six
men from Pasadena, Cal. . Numerous- -
Animated weekly" operated by the
Universal Film company, to the ex-
tent that their company is' going to
send a .camera man to Las VegaS to
be . at the disposal of Secretary Le-
Noir to take an?' Las Vegas'l&ubjeets
he may select. i ;
I This mornlngaMft"-LeNoi- r stated
that in hiB oorrespoaaehce with the
"Animated Weekly he mentioned the
dedication of the new sanatorium
building at Valmora, and it will be
his desire to have the camera man
visit this spot The film, however,
will read on the screen "Las Vegas,
New Mexico." - ,
When the film is released it will be
shown in theaters where, the Univer
the paper for this Issue" will bo tho
largest, of any western magazine in
existence. In accordance with the law govern
ing elections of town officials, ballots
sciiLorrs gahFenter were cast for each of the trustees Ineach ward Instead of solely for .the
candidate nominated for each particu
SHOP BADLY DAMAGED lar subdivision of the,, town. It
due to this fact that Mr! Maes was cities have been allotted special rightssal .Film company programs are in
operation, thus reacning people other elected,
as his opponent, Eugenio Flo-re-
received a maioritv of 2ft vntoa in
during thai three weeks that the com-
petitions will continue.FIRE BREAKS OUT AT BREAKFAST than those reached by Pathe, the lat his 'own ward. The "Fourth was theTIME THIS MORNING; CAUS- - ter only being shown In licensed
ED BY A STOVE houses. The event at Valmora takes
place April 18.
The supreme court of the United
States has upheld the constitutional
only ward which the republicans fail-
ed to carry. William B4 Stapp, ,who
ran against the most' popuir man onThis morning at ahout 7:30 o'clock ity of the woman's labor lawthe democratic ticket, Eugenio Sena,a fire started in the capenter shop of Massachusetts.had a majority of 60. . -Belonging to J. C. Rchlott on Ninth 101ER0 CARRIES WEST
ing jass over the ling and give cpn-cert- s.
in the east as well as in the
west they have been received with one
ovation afW another, end
.managershave been falling oyer one another to
book them. ... -
"They have heard of Santa Fe em-
ployes and their appreciation of the
'highest in music and brightest In liter-
ature, and have written many letters
to me in their laudable endeavor to'
arrange this trip. These ladles know
something of (your work as railroad
employes They $aV,Btruged into
the light of poblto approval by hard
work, and. thoroughly believe when a
Santa Fe audience claps its hands n
means somethings-i- s never a forced
or unearned, encore, but comes from
the truest and most intelligent appre-
ciation.
"I would like the employes to give-the-
such a reception and cardial
hearing for v. hich you are famous all
around the wrirt. It is a great pleas-
ure to have 1!iPie entertainers reiort
that the Santa Fc boys ar the best
samples of manhcxri on earth."
The vote in each wan?" on tit a turn it
LARGE AUDIENCE WILL
HEAR TiilE CONCERT
SL'FELBiNTENDENT BUSSER E--,
CLARES THE COMPANY IS
OF HIGHEST, CLAS3
A large audience will witness theSanta Fe concert to be given this
vvening in the Duncan opera house bythe New York Ladies' Quartette and
Concert company, judging from the
advance reservations. Tjp to late
the reservation bad been unusual-
ly large.
Due to the disagreeable weather
Vpe who wiiihed tickets today were
n'.:os"..-- to reserve them by telephone..
'.) ...io, j t will begin at 8:30 o'clock
mi c'l reserved eats wm be held
i. i.l 9 o'c'i.ck.
In wilting of the company Snperin-tendun- t
S. 15. Bwsser says to the Santa
"It is an event of great eclat and
overwhelming- wijvn-ianc- when five
street between National and Columbia
of the ticket was as follows: The AntI-Asiatl- league of CaliforThe Diamon- d- SIDE BY 150 VOTES nia is conducting a systematic cam
avenues, which resulted In the almost
complete destruction of the building.
The fire began in the interior, pro paign of education against natronizin?April's Eirthstone Asiatic labor.
COUNTY TREASURER IS SELECT
bably from an overheated stove, and
rapidly spread through the frame
structure. The entire roof was burn
First ward Romero, 122; Baca, 57;
Romero's majority, 65. , "
Second ward Romero, 111; Baca,
53; Romero's majority, 5S. '
Third ward Romero, S3; Baca, 43;
Romero's majority, 38.
Fourth ward Romero, 43; Baca, G3;
Baca's majority, 20.
ED MAYOR OVER NICASIO
C. DE BACA A recent government renort showsed, while all the material in the shop
Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us be-
fore you buy
that wages of farm laborers have insuffered likewise. Both fire depart- -
By a majority of 150, EuPonio Ro creased more than those of city work-
men in the past 20 years.mero, tho county treasurer, was elect
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY ed mayor of the Town of Las Vcas
in yesterday's election. The entire
BIG BOWLING TOURNEY OPENS
Atlantic City, N. J.,-- April 8. With Washington scribes have alreadyrepublican ticket went Into nfficA with many of the best bowlers of the Unit
Mr. Romero, the democratic- ticket,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house,
close in. Also three funiished rooms
for light housekeeping 315 Ninth
street. ,
figured out how the Senatorial infield
composed of Gandil,-Morgan- , McBride
and Foster, will rival the "peerless
ed States, and Canarlt enlnred, the
eighth, anni-i- ltampionsb'p .tournaheaded by Nicasio C. .de Baca, heing;es oi ieT taltnt and stand- - SabBcrtba for The Oyttc badly defeated. The new administra ment of the National Bowlir?g a&oi'ia- - four" of the Athletics this poison.
